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ABSTRACT 
This report  describes a n  IBM 7040 FORTRAN computer program 
for  determining the heat transfer and pressure  drop ac ross  the jacket of 
the regeneratively cooled J - 2  engine, 
analyses were  performed and a r e  provided in two separate  decks, 
Thermochemical Analysis P rogram of the J -2 Engine", Program No. 
SP-172, and "Heat Transfer  Computation Program of the J-2 Engine", 
P rogram No. SP-173. 
Program for Heat Transfer  Analysis of the J - 2  Engine", P rogram No. 
Thermochemical and heat transfer 
The entire program is incorporated in "A FORTRAN 
SP-148. 
Approved: 
Director of Research 
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INTRODUCTION 
The program described herein determines the heat t ransfer  and 
pressure  drop ac ross  the jacket of the regeneratively cooled 5 - 2  engine. 
In order to perform the necessary calculations to complete the 
program, it was important to  develop two distinct phases; the thermo- 
chemical portion and the heat transfer portion. 
The thermochemical part of the program provides thermodynamic 
parameters  along the inside wall of the nozzle of the J-2 engine. These 
parameters  a r e  pressure,  specific heat, mole fractions of the products, 
temperature,  molecular weight, and specific impulse a t  exit positions 
o r  stations along the wall. 
The heat t ransfer  program utilizes the thermodynamic parameters  , 
,/J to determine the pressure  and temperature change of the co9.gat ac ross  
the jacket of the nozzle. 
In the thermochemical program a subroutine was  required to 
determine the mole fractions of the species (H20, Hz, H, OH, 0, 0 2 )  
and a l so  an interpolation subroutine. 
1 
DESCRIPTION OF THERMOCHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
For  determining the chamber conditions the following equations 
were  used. 
the initially guessed values of Tc, M, and y . 
The chamber pressure  is calculated by Equation 1 using 
Y+ 1 
Pc = ")F 
where 
&f - the fuel flow rate,  
bo - the oxidizer flow rate, 
Ro - universal gas constant, 
Tc - the temperature  in  the chamber, 
M - the molecular weight, 
g - the gravitational conshiit, 
At - the cross-sectional a rea  at the throat, and 
y - the ratio of specific heats. 
To calculate the cor rec t  value of temperature at the corresponding chamber 
p re s su re  pc, it is necessary to make an enthalpy balance. 
By iterzting en te-mperature and going through the CONV subroutine 
in order  to  determine the mole fractions of the species H 2 0 ,  H2, H, OH, 
0, 0 2 ,  the chamber p re s su re  equation will be satisfied. With each 
i teration in temperature,  it is necessary to  interpolate for new values of 
enthalpy for the species [ (H" - H " 2 9 8 ) ~ ~ o  , (H" - H o 2 9 8 ) ~ 2  .. . 6 species]. 
The enthalpy balance equation is as follows: 
3 
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When these two t e r m s  a r e  equal within *O. 01, the chamber temperature  is 
correct .  
The molecular weight is determined by M = 100/nT, 
where nT - the total number of moles . ( 3 )  
With the chamber temperature the values of specific heat, C p ,  must be 
interpolated for all species. 
The ratio of specific heats can be calculated by the equation 
If the present value of chamber pressure  is within *O. 01 of the previous 
value, a l l  variables a r e  within tolerance; i f  not, the program uses the 
newly calculated values of Tc, M, y, and pc and returns  to the enthalpy 
balance for another pass through the program. 
When a l l  convergence requirements a r e  satisfied,  chamber entropy 
is calculated by f i r s t  interpolating fo r  values of entropy S for all  specitbs 
a t  the corresponding Tc. 
4 
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Then the entropy of the gas mixture in  the chamber is 
After the chamber conditions have been calculated the program is ready 
to  calculate the exit conditions. 
The exit p ressure  ratios a r e  determined by the following equation: 
This implicit equation has two solutions of pc/pe for only one a r e a  ratio. 
The solution will be obtained by the t r i a l  and e r r o r  method using a starting 
p res su re  ratio of 1. 01 for the convergent par t  of the nozzle down to the 
throat and 2. 0 for  the divergent part c?f the nozz1e f r o m  the throat  do-m to 
the nozzle end. 
Ye = YC 
(y at the exit is equal to y at the chamber for the initial guess. ) 
Ae/At - a r e a  ratio at the exit . 
5 
* 
The preceding equation is i terated until the convergence tolerance is 
within *O. 01. 
The p res su re  at the exit is determined by 
When y has converged to within * O .  0001, the conditions a r e  satisfied. 
If convergence is not within tolerance, the program returns  to  find a new 
Pc/pe and the process continues. 
After a l l  convergence conditions a r e  satisfied, the molecular weight, 
specific heat, and specific impulse a r e  calculated at the station by the 
following equations : 
Molecular Weight 
M(i) = 100/nT 
SDecific Heat 
a r e  the moles of the species and Cp ~ ~ 0 ,  
n 0 2  
where nH o ,  nHZ, . . . , 
C p ~ 2 ,  . . . , C p o 2  a r e  the specific .heats a t  constant p re s su re  of the 
species a t  the corresponding station and temperature.  
2 
Now it  is necessary to interpolate for new values of enthalpy for  
the species at the chamber and the exits, respectively. 
difference from the chamber to the exit i s  
The enthalpy 
AH = Hc - He . 
F r o m  this the specific impulse is 
6 
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DESCRIPTION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUATIONS 
Some variables of the following equations are subscripted either by 
i o r  j or  both. 
and the specie, respectively. 
These subscripts denote the station under consideration 
The equation described below is used to determine the dynamic 
viscosity of the gas. 
M 
where 
M - total molecular weight of gases, 
nij - number of moles of the jth species at the station i, 
Mij - molecular weight of the species at the station, and 
Pij - viscosity of the species at the station. 
To determine the thermal  conductivity of the gas, the following equation 
was employed: 
M 
k = p.(Cp+ 1.25 
where 
?I - dynamic viscosity, 
Cp - specific heat at constant pressure,  and 
M - molecular weight. 
The adiabatic wall temperature is expressed by 
Tf = Tg t Isp2-( 9.81 p. ) , 
854.0 k C p  
7 
where 
Tg - main s t r e a m  gas temperature,  and 
Isp - specific impulse . 
The specific heat a t  the station is calculated by 
where 
nij 
Cpij  - specific heat of the specie at the station. 
- number of moles of the jth specie a t  the station 
The film coefficient on the hot gas side is represented 
0.82 0.18 p ISP 9.  81 M 1 
0.18 [ Dt(Ae1At)Zl 




Dt - diameter a t  the throat, 
A,/At - a r e a  ratio, and 
Twg- wall temperature on hot gas side. 
The cross-sectional a r e a  of the coolant tube is determined in  the 
following manner: 
Ai = r N Z  t 2N(H - 2N)  
where 
N - tube parameter ,  and 
H - tube parameter  . 
The hydraulic diameter of the coolant tube is represented by 
2 r N 2  t 4HN - 8NZ Di = 
r N t H - 2 N  
The film co-fficient on the coolant side is determinec 
where 
kl - thermal  conductivity of the coolant, 
n - number of tubes, 
A1 - cross-sectional a r e a  of the coolant tube, 
Dl - hydraulic diameter of the coolant tube, 
- viscosity of the coolant 
C p l  - specific heat of the coolant, 
t+l - viscosity of the coolant in the neighborhood of the wall, 
c p  wl -specific heat of coolant in the neighborhood of the wall, and 
&l - thermal  conductivity of coolant in the neighborhood of the wall. 
The wall temperature on the coolant side is calculated by 
where 
T1 - coolant temperature,  
Tf - adiabatic wall temperature, 
hp - coolant film coefficient, 
e, - wall thickness, 
km - thermal  conductivity of wall material ,  and 
h - hot gas side film coefficient . 
The wall temperature for  the hot gas side is determined by 
9 
To determine the tube length from one station to another along the 
wall of the nozzle, it is necessary to use the nozzle contour coordinates 
X(axia1) and Z(radia1). These positions along the wall a r e  designated by 
i for  the station presently being considered and i - 1 for the previous 
station. The tube length from one station to another is calculated by 
To average the cross-sectional a r e a  of the tube, it is necessary to calculate 
To average the hydraulic diameter of the tube, let 
The effective heated surface a r e a  of the wall is represented by 
The temperature change of the coolant is calculated b y  
The total then equals 
U 
The p res su re  drop ac ross  a tube element between two stations i s  
When Equation 25  is equalized by determined by the following relation. 
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RESULTS 
In order to establish the accuracy of this program, some test  runs 
were  conducted for  comparing the results with actual tes t  firing data. 
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the chamber pressure,  main fuel injector 
pressure  and the main fuel injector temperature a s  a function of time 
during the build-up transient. 
a r e  in  good agreement with the measured values. 
It can be seen that the calculated points 
Fo r  representing a mixture ratio range f rom 1 to 6 at different 
fuel flow ra tes ,  a whole ser ies  of computer runs have been made and the 
resul ts  plotted on graphs, 
depending on fuel flow rate  with different mixture ratios a s  parameters.  
Figure 5 represents the main fuel injector temperature depending on fuel 
flow ra t e  with different mixture ratios a s  parameters.  
the chamber pressure  as a function of mixture ra t io  with different fuel 
flow rates a s  parameters.  
fuel flow ra tes  a t  different mixture ratios a s  parameters.  
represents  the relationship of the main fuel injector pressure  depending on 
mixture ratio and fuel flow rate.  
Figure 4 shows the main fuel injector pressure 
Figure 6 determines 
Figure 7 gives the chamber pressure  against 
Figure 8 
In order  to satisfy the requirement of the project, i t  was necessary 
to obtain curve fit equations to represent ,  a t  different mixture ratios, the 
main fuel  injector pressure  and main fuel injector temperature a s  a 
function of the fuel flow ra te  a s  plotted on Figures 4 and 5. 
i n  order  to  show the accuracy between the originai caicuiated points 
i n  Figures  4 and 5 and the points obtained by the curve fit equation, Figures 
9 and 10 have been established. 
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Figure 2. Main Fuel Injector P r e s s u r e  Measured at a Test Firing 
(The dots a re  calculated points. ) 
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Figure 9. Curve Fitted Main Fuel Injector Pressure Depending on 
Fuel Flow 
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Figure 10. Curve Fitted Main Fuel Injector Temperature Depending 
on Fuel Flow 
23 
Polynomial equations for the pressure  and temperature of the hydrogen , 
at the injector at different mixture ratios a r e  as follows: 
M R  = 1 
= 1766.8362 - 1.4727344 Q, t 0.46546086 QF' pinj 
4 
QF - 0.61659711 * io" Q F ~  t 0.29632222 ' 10'" 
= -197.23232 - 0.080679908 * Q F  t 0.3546776 QF2 'rinj 
F' f 0.24545954 10" QF3 - 0.39784219 ' 
F5 t 0.18064644 
MR = 2 
= -2822.742 + 2.7243554 * Q, - 0. 93611755 QFL Pinj 
F' t 0.15020497 * * QF3 - 0.10770095 * lo-'' 
t 0.26024543 * 10"' Q Fs 
= - 125.65396 - 0.03017783 Q, - 0.71595675 . a QF2 
F4 
Tinj 
t 0.27774318 - 10'' * Q F 3  - 0.36669264 * 10'" - 
t 0,16453136 ' Q 
MR = 3 
p. . = 234. 9.4359 - 0.15915683 * Q, f 0.79991948 * 10" * Q, .? 
Q,' 
1 "J 
- 0.1352253 l o m 7  Q,, t 0 .  I1607286 * 10'" 
- 0.40622326 * * Q by5 
24 
I 
T = 490.49316 - 0.96931922 Q, t 0.41537367 Q,' 
inj  
F' 
- 0.82875269 *QF3 + 0.78391667 * l o - "  
F5 - 0.28461455 * * 
M R = 4  
= -43. 986172 t 0.13726359 * QF - 0.2581631 - QFZ pinj 
QF' t 0,46817281 10" * QF3 - 0.2759249 lo-'' 
Tinj = - 1096. 9887 t 0.64548287 * Q, - 0.18792121 * 
Q,' 
QF4 + 0.23530442 l o m 7  Q, - 0.1076003 10'" 
M R = 6  
Pinj = - 0.88819456 t 0.10923849 - Q, - 0.66651119 - Q,' 
QF' 4- 0.17194829 ' 10" Q F ~  - 0. 11674367 * 10"' 
= - 555. 97099 + 0.27550206 Q, - 0.89368338 * - Q,' Tinj 
Q$ t 0.12064853 * l o e 7  * QF3 - 0.58364974 * 10"' 
25 
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F r o m  the results of the test ,  it is  seen that the program yields 
values in good agreement with the original tes t  firing results. It is also 
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APPENDIX A 




LIST OF FORTRAN SYMBOLS FOR SUBROUTINES 
c1 
c 2  
c 3  
c 4  

















Concentration constant - KP1 for specie H 
Concentration constant - Kp2 for specie H20  
Concentration constant - K 
Concentration constant - Kp4 for specie 0 
Differential of XN02 
Ratio of PT/XNT 
Calculated p res su re  (GAMMA - XNT) 
Pres sur  e 
Temperature 
Number of moles of hydrogen atom 
Kumber of moles of hydrogen 
Number of moles of water  
Calculated oxygen balance 
Number of moles of oxygen atom 
Number of moles of oxygen 
Number of moles of hydroxyl 
Total number of moles 
for specie OH 
P3 
33 
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SUBROUTINE CONV 
For  a given pressure  and temperature this subroutine calculates 
the equilibrium composition of the combustion products of the J - 2  engine. 
The method of solution, "The E r r o r s  Distributed Among the Minimum 
Number of Species", is outlined i n  Rocket Propulsion ( see  Reference 1). 
The theory outlined in Rocket Propulsion is briefly a s  follows: 
SteD 1 
Assume the value of a minimum number of species. Since the 
value of the oxidizing atoms does not exceed two, it is easier  to assume 
the value of the oxidizing elements. 
reduced to second-degree equations. 
(GAMPVIA = PT/XNT) instead of the value of pressure.  
Accordingly, the system can be 
Choose the value of the rat io  
Step 2 
Solve for the number of moles. Since the oxygen balance is known, 
If they agree within the tolerance, compare the calculated with the known. 
then perform step 4. If not, perform step 3 .  
Step 3 
Solve for the differential of XN02.  Algebraically apply this to 
X N 0 2  and perform step 2 again. 
Stcp 4 
Final answers a r e  obtained when the calculated pressure  and the 
known pressure  agree within a specified tolerance. 
not met ,  perform step 5. 
If this condition is 
Step 5 
Calculate a new ration PT/XNT using your new value of N. Start  
again a t  step 2. 
3 5  
The chemical species in  this subroutine a r e  determined by the 
following equations: 
C1 (hydrogen balance) = 
C 2  (oxygen balance) = 
2 X N H 2 0  t 2XNH2 t XNH t XNOH (A-1)  
(A-2) XNH20 t XNOH t XNO t 2 XN02  
XNT = XNH20 t XNH2 t XNH t XNOH t XNO t XN02 ( A - 3 )  
1 1 
C3 = K p l  = [XNH/(XNH2)'] (GAMMA)' (A-4) 
1 
C4 = Kp2 = l /KpHzo  =([XNH2 (XNO2)$] / XNH20)  (GAMMA)' 
( A - 5 )  
1 
C5 = K p 3  = XNOH/(XN02 - XNHZ)' (A-6 )  
C6 = K p 4  = [XNO/(XN02)'] - (GAMMA)' ( A - 7 )  1 1 
The subroutine has the following calling sequence: 
SUBROUTINE CONV (T, PT, C1, C2,  XNH20,  XNO, XN02,  
XNH, XNOH, XNH2, XNT)  . 
T( temperatur e )  , PT(pr  es  sur  e),  C1 (hydrogen balance), and C2( oxygen 
balance) a r e  input variables while the r e s t  of the arguments a r e  output 
variables. 
The subroutine solves for the concentration constants C3,  C4, C5, 
and C6 by interpolating in the concentration constants tables,  using tempera-  
tu re  as the independent variable. Then, following the theory outlined 
previously, the subroutine performs the following steps.  
Step 1 
Set GAMMA equal to 0. 5 and X N 0 2  equal to 1. 
, 
3 6  
Solve for XNH by manipulating equations A-4, A-5 ,  A-6 ,  and A-7  
to f o r m  the quadratic equation: 
(GAMMA XN02+ ] 
A =  2.GAMMA41 c 3 2  c4 
1 
C5 (XN02)' - GAMMA ~ 
c3 
B =  
c = -c1 
which gives 
1 
-B t (Bz - 4AC)Z 
2A 
XNH = 
By substituting assigned values into the equations used to form the 
coefficients of the quadratic equation above, it is easy to solve for XNH2, 
XNH20,  and XNOH. XNNO (the calculated oxygen balance) can be solved 
for f rom Equation A-2 and XNT from Equation A-3.  
within the specified tolerance, proceed with step 4. If not, then perform 
If XNNO and C2 agree 
step 3 .  
SteD 3 
Solve for the differential of XN02: 
2 0 XN02 - (C2  - XNNO) 
XNH2) (1 - 2. AA) + XNOH * ( 1  - AA) Ji 4 XN02 t XNO DNOZ = 
where 
2 XNH2O t XNOH 
C1 + 2 - (XNH20 t XNH2) A A =  
Algebraically apply D N 0 2  to  X N 0 2  and then return to step 2. 
37 
Step 4 
Calculate pressure  f rom the equation P = GAMMA * XNT. 
If they agree within the specified P with the known pressure  P T .  
Compare 
tolerance, 
then the calculated values for XNH20,  XNO, XN02,  XNH, XNOH, XNH2, 
and XNT a r e  sufficiently accurate. 
program. If the tolerance is not satisfied, perform step 5. 
Control then returns  to  the main 
Step 5 
Calculate a new GAMMA: 
P T  GAMMA = -
XNT 
and return to step 2. 
38 
SUBROUTINE TABLE1 
This routine is used to make a linear interpolation between independent 
and dependent table values. The following equation was employed. The 
answer is a function of the X table, and K is the determining constant. 
where 
X - independent table, 
Y - dependent table, and 
K - constant . 
3 9  
APPENDIX B 
Inputs to the Program 
Output of the Program 
List of FORTRAN Statements 
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INPUTS TO THE PROGRAM 
Initial conditions a r e  read into the computer f rom a s e r i e s  of input 
cards.  
Card #1 - - -  Dt 
Dt, throat diameter (cm) 
Card #2 - - -  em, Km, HNFACT 
e, wall mater ia l  thickness (cm) 
K, thermal  conductivity of material (cal /cm* sec-  
HNFACT, parameter  changing factor 
Card X3 - - -  NOST, NOZ, NOTZ, NOFZ 
NOST, number of stations considered 
NOZ, number of stations from the end of nozzle to the throat 
NOTZ, number of stations f rom throat to chamber 
NOFZ, number of stations f rom manifold entrance to nozzle e n d ,  
The program requires  a ser ies  of tables consisting of standard 
nrnnertioC r- -r-- "---e 
ZMII VALUES --- Molecular weight of species 
ITAB - - -  Number of values per  tables 
Table #1 - - -  TMP Values (temperature, OK) 
Table #2 - - -  H Values (viscosity, gm/cm sec) 
Table # 3  - - -  OH Values (viscosity, gm/cm sec )  
Table #4 - - -  H2 Values (viscosity, gm/cm s e c )  
Table #5 - - -  H20 Values (viscosity, g m / c m  sec )  
Table #6 - - -  01 Values (viscosity, gm/cm sec )  
Table #7 - - -  0 2  Values (viscosity, gm/cm sec )  
Table #8 - - -  CPH Values (specific heat, cal /mole OK) 
Table #9 - - -  CPOH Values (specific heat, cal /mole OK) 
43 
Table # l o  - - -  
Table #11 - - -  
Table #12 - - -  
Table #13 - - -  
Table #14 - - -  
Table #15 - - -  
Table #16 - - -  
Table #17 - - -  
Table #18 - - -  
CPH2 Values (specific heat, cal /mole OK) 
CPH2O Values (specific heat, cal /mole "K)  
CPOl Values (specific heat, cal /mole OK) 
CPO2 Values (specific heat, cal /mole OK) 
ZH Values (tube parameter ,  in) 
ZN Values (tube parameter ,  in) 
X Values (nozzle coordinate, in)  
Z Values (nozzle coordinate, in) 
Temperature (OK) 
IRAD - - -  Number values in tables 
Table #19 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2 millipoise) a t  1 atm 
Table #20 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2 millipoise) a t  10 atm 
Table #21 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2 millipoise) a t  20 atm 
Table #22 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2, g m / c m  sec)  at 30 atm 
Table #23 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2, g m / c m  sec )  at 60  atm 
Table #24 - - -  MU Values (viscosity of H2, g m / c m  sec )  at 100 a tm 
Table #25 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) at 1 atm 
Table #26 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) a t  10 atm 
Table #27 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) at  20 a tm 
Table #28 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) a t  30 atm 
Table #29 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) a t  60  atm 
Table #30 - - -  K Values (conductivity of H2, BTU/hr-ft-OR) a t  100 a tm 
Table #31 - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, cal/gm-OK) a t  1 atm 
Table # 3 2  - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, ca l /gm-  OK) at 10 atm 
Table #33 - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, cal/gm-OK) a t  20 atm 
Table #34 - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, cal/gm-OK) at 30 a tm 
Table #35 - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, cal/grn-"K) at 60 a tm 
Table H36 - - -  Cp Values (specific heat of H2, cal/gm-OK) a t  100 atrn 
Table #37 - - -  Gamma Values (specific wt. of H2, g m / c m 3  ) at 1 a tm 
Table #38 - - -  Gamma Values (specific wt. of H2, gm/cm3)  a t  10 a t m  
44 
Table #39 --- Gamma Values (specific wt. of H2, gm/cm3)  at 20 atm 
Table #40 --- Gamma Values (specific wt. of H2, lb/f t3)  a t  30 atm 
Table #41 --- Gamma Values (specific wt. of H2, lb / f t3)  at 60 atm 
Table #42 --- Ganima Values (specific wt. of H2, lb/f t3)  at 100 atm 
NOVAL --- Number of values in the following tables 
Table #43 --- TEMP Values (temperature, OK) 
Table #44 - - -  H298H Values (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #45 --- H2980H Values (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #46 --- H298H2 Values  (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #47 --- H298H20 Values (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #48 --- H2980 Values (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #49 --- H29802 Values (enthalpy, cal/mole) 
Table #50 - - -  CPTH Values (specific heat, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #51 --- CPTOH Values (specific heat, cal /mole -OK) 
Table #52 --- CPTH2 Values (specific heat, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #53 --- CPTH20 Values (specific heat, cal/mole - OK) 
Table #54 - - -  CPTO Values (specific heat, cal /mole -OK) 
m Idbit: #;; ---  CTTCZ va:ues (specific heat, cz?/rr,de - O K )  
Table #56 --- SH Values (entropy, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #57 - - -  SOH Values (entropy, cal /mole -OK) 
Table #58 --- SH2 Values (entropy, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #59 --- SH20 Values (entropy, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #60 --- SO Values (entropy, cal/mole -OK) 
Table #61 --- SO2 Values (entropy, cal jmoie - = K j  
Table #62 --- KPH Values (concentration constant of H) 
, Table #63 --- KPOH Values (concentration constant of OH) 
Table #64 - - -  KPH20 Values (concentration constant of H20) 
Table #65 - - -  KPO Values (concentration constant of 0) 
NOAEAT, U R E A  - - -  The number of a r e a  ratins to be read in  and the number 
f rom the initial s t a r t  to the throat. 
45 
Table #66 --- AEATI (area ratios) 
IMR --- The number of oxidizer and fuel cards to follow 
WDOTO, WDOTF --- The oxidizer and fuel flow card (gal/min) 
46 
OUTPUT O F  THE PROGRAM 
The quantities on the sample printout a r e  defined as follows: 
LO - Oxidizer flow (gal/min) 
- Fuel flow (gal/min) Lf 
MR - Mixture rat io  
- Chamber pressure (psig) 
- Chamber temperature ( O F )  
pc 
TC 
Pinj - Main fuel injector p re s su re  (psig) 
Tinj - Main fuel injector temperature  (OF) 
Each case  at one mixture and one fuel flow rate r an  approximately one hour. 
47 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM LISTING O f  MAIN PROGRAM 
1 ZKPO(100) 
C 
C R f A O  NU O f  STATiONS M A X I M U M  lCiC * * * * 1 4 **  
49 
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM LISTING O F  M A I N  PROGRAM 
C 
READ 4 5 9  1612) DT 
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 6 1 2 )  EM, L K M t  "FACT 
1612 FORKAT (4E15o8) 
R E A D  (5,1615) & L I S T ,  NOL 9 N O T Z ,  NOFZ 
1615 FORMAT ( 4 1 3 )  
1610 FORMAT ( 1 3 )  
C 
C REAC I N P U T  FROM T H E R M O C H t M I C A L  PROGRAM * t * * t t  
C 
1967 FORMAT ( 8 F l O o O I  
1620 FORMAT (5E15.8) 
C R E A D  S P t C I A L  MGLE F R A C T I U N  * * * it* 
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  ( L M I I ( I 1 ,  I=lr6) 
C R E A D  NU GF INPUTS F O R  T A B L E S  * * * * * * *  
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 6 1 0 )  I T A B  
C 
c K L A G  T A b L t  V A L U E S  FOR CUMPUUlLDS * * i t  * itit 
C 
READ ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  (lMP~I),I=lp I T A B )  
K E A 0  ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  ( H ( I ) r  I = l v  ITAB) 
K E A U  ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  (DH(I), I=1, I T A B )  
R t A D  ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  (H2(I)tI=l, I T A U )  
K E A C  ( 5 , 1 6 2 C )  ( H 2 0 ( 1 ) ,  I = l *  I T A B )  
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 6 2 0 )  (OL(I), I = 1 ,  I T A B )  
50 
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM LISTING OF M A I N  PROGRAH 
1 
C 
C S P E C I A L  T A B L E  FOR CHAMBER P A t S S U K E  C A L C U L A T I O N  ( C P I I I  * .* 1 
C P O H ( I ) =  C P C H ( 1 )  1.98726 
CPHZ(I)= C P H 2 ( I )  * 1,98726 
! 
I C P H 2 0 ( I ) =  C P H 2 O I I )  1.98726 
C P O l ( I ) =  C P O l ( 1 )  * 1,98726 
C P 0 2 ( I ) =  C P 0 2 ( I )  10'38r26 
7 6 7 7  C O N T I N U t  
r 
K E A O  N AN0 H VALUES i-ljil C A L C U L A T I O N  AND INTtKPOLATIuN 
C 
R E A D  (5316201 (LHII), I =  1, N O S T )  
K E A O  ( 5 9 1 6 2 0 )  (LN(II, I =  1, NOST)  
R E A D  (5,16201 ( X ( I ) ,  I =  1, N O S T )  
**  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF MAIN PROGRAM 
DO 6765 I =  1, NOST 
&HII)= Z H ( I 1  - "FACT 2. 
LN(I)= ZN[II - "FACT 
6 7 6 5  CONTINUE 
DO 356 I =  1, NOST 
LH(I)= ZH(I) 2 .54  
ZNII)= ZNII) 2 .54  
X ( I ) =  X ( I )  2.54 
Z(I)= Z(1) * 2 .54  
356 CONTINUE 
C 
C READ A TABLE FOR KL, CPL, MULt TMPL t 
C 
READ ( 5 , 1 6 1 0 )  IRAD 
READ (5,1620) (TMfL(I1, I =  1, I R A D )  
DO 3035 I =  1, I R A 0  
THPL(I)= TMPL(I1 .5555555555 
3035 CONTINUE 
READ (5, 19671 (LMULl(1)t I =  1, I R A D )  
READ ( 5 1  1967) (ZMULlO(I19 1 - 1 9  IRA01 
READ (5, 1967) IZMULZO(I), I =  I ,  I R A D )  
READ (5t16201 (ZMUL3G(I)v I =  1, I R A D )  
R E A D  (5,1620) (LMUL60(1), I =  1, IRAO) 
R E A D  (591620) (ZMUL99(1), I =  1, I RAD) 
READ ( 5 9  19671 IZKL1II)v I =  1, [ R A D )  
52 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM LISTING OF MAIN PROGRAM 
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1967) (ZKLlO(I)r I =  I C  IRAD) 
READ ( 5 ,  1967) (ZKL20fI)r I =  1, IHAD) 
READ (5,1620) (ZKL30(1), I =  1, IKAD) 
R E A D  (591620) (ZKL60(I)r I =  1 9  IRAD) 
H € A D  15,1620) ( Z K L 9 9 1 1 ) ~  I =  1 1  IRADl 
R E A D  ( 5 9  19671 (CPLlII), I =  1 1  IKAD) 
READ ( 5 ,  1967) (CPLlO[I)r I =  1, I R A D )  
R E A D  (5, 1967) (CPL2O(I), I =  1, I R A D )  
READ (591620) (CPL3O(I), I= 11 IKAD) 
HEAD 15,16201 (CPL60(I), I =  11 IRAD) 
R E A D  (5,1620) (CPL99LI), I =  1, IRA01 
READ (5, 1967) (GAMl(I), I =  1, IRAD) 
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1967) (GAMlO(I1, I =  1, IRAD) 
R E A D  ( 5 ,  1967) (GAM20(1), I =  L C  IRAD) 
R E A D  (5,1620) (GAM30(I)r I =  11 IKAD) 
R E A D  (5916201 (GAM60(I), I =  1, IRAD) 
READ (5 1620) (GAM99(1), I =  1, IRA01 
DO 5901 I =  1, IRAD 
ZKLl(I)= ZKLl(1) eG04133 
ZKLlG(I)= ZKLlO(1) 0004133 
ZKL20(I)= ZKL20(I) oOG4133 
ZKL30(I)= ZKL3011) e004133 
ZKL60(I)= ZKL6011) e004133 
ZKL99(1)= ZKL99(I) ,004133 
GAH30(I)= GAM3OIII e01601 
53 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM . 
G A M 6 0 1 1 ) =  G A M 6 0 ( I )  .01601 
GAM99(11= GAM99411 e 0 1 6 0 1  
Z M U L l ( I ) =  ZMULl(1) l e € - 0 3  
Z M U L l O ( I ) =  ZMUL lO(1 )  l e € - 0 3  
ZMUL20(I)= ZMULZO(1) l e € - 0 3  
5 9 0 1  CONTINUE 
3 1 8 1  WRITE (6 ,9161)  DT 
9161 FORMAT (1H-, l o x ,  9HDT ( C M )  = € 1 5 e 8 )  
W R I T t  ( 6 9  9009) E M  
9009 FORMAT (1H- 
1 10x1 9HEM ( C M )  = € 1 5 e 0 )  
WRITE (6 ,1636)  ZKM, HNFACT 
1636 FORMAT f1H-,  10x9 24HZKM (CAL/CMeSECeDEG K )  =E15e8,  l o x ,  
l8HHNFACT zE15.8) 
W R I T t  (6,1639) N O S T ,  NOZ 9 NOTL, NOFL 
1639  FORMAT ( 1 H - p  1 O X t  6HNOST =I5, 10x9 SHNOZ = I 5 9  
1 1 0 x 9  6HNOTZ =I59 1 0 x 9  6HNOfL =I51 
W H I T t  ( 6 , 5 6 7 3 )  
5673  FCRKAT ( 1 H - v  1 0 x 9  27HTkMP VALUES (TEMP.*  D E L .  K ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  TMP 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 3 1 7 5 )  
3175 FORMAT (1H-9  l o x ,  26” 
WRITk (1 ,2122)  H 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 7 6 7 )  
276,7 FORMAT (1H-9 l o x ,  27HOt 
- 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF HAIN PROGRAM 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 1  OH 
W R I T E  f 6 , 2 7 3 7 )  
2737  FORMAT I l H - ,  10x9  27HH2 V A L U k S  [ V I S C . ,  G / C M . S E C ) )  
WRITE 1 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  H2 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 3 1 )  
2 1 3 1  FORMA1 (1H-9 l o x .  28HH20 VALUES (VISC., G/CM.SEC)I 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 1  H20 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 6 7 3 )  
2 6 7 3  FORMAT (1H-r 1 0 x 9  27H01 VALUES ( V 1 S C . r  G / C M * S E C ) )  
WRITE 46 ,2122)  01 
W R I T €  f 6 . 2 6 3 7 )  
2 6 3 7  FORMAT (1H-s 10x1 27H02 VALUES 4 V I S C . r  G / C M * S E C ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  02 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 7 8 7 )  
1787  FORMAT (1H-v 10x9 3 6 H Z M I I  VALUES (MOL. W T o  UF COMPONENTS) )  
WRITE ( 6 . 2 1 2 2 )  L M I I  
W R I T E  16 ,11351  
1 1 3 5  FORMAT (1H-9 1 0 x 9  38HCPH VALUES (SPEC. H k A T ,  CAL/MOLE D t G  K ) )  
H R I T E  4 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  CPH 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 3 7 )  
1 1 3 7  FORMAT (1H-p 1 0 x 9  39HCPOH VALUES (SPEC. H E A T ,  C A L / M O L E  DEG K ) )  
M R I T E  ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  CPOH 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 3 9 1  
1 1 3 9  FORMAT (1H-9 10x9 39HCPH2 VALUES ( S P E C .  H t A T ,  C A L / M U L t  DE(; k ) )  
WRITE 1 6 , 2 1 2 2 1  CPH2 
55 
FORTRAN 1V PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
W R I T E  t 6 9  1141) 
1 1 4 1  FORMAT ( 1 H - t  l O X ,  40HCPH20 VALUES [ S P E C ,  HEAT, CAL/MOLE DEG K ) )  
HRITk (6 ,2122)  CPH20 
W H I T k  ( 6 ,  1 1 4 3 )  
1143  FORMAT (1H-c 10x9  39HCP01 VALUES (SPEC. HEA1, CAL/MbLE DEG K ) )  
W R I T t  ( 6 ~ 2 1 2 2 )  G P O 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 ,  1 1 4 5 1  
1 1 4 5  FORMAT (1H-q 10x9  39HCPC12 VALUES (SPEC. HEAT, CAL/MOLE DEG K ) )  
W R I T E  16,21221 GPO2 
W R I T t  ( 6 , 5 7 6 1 )  
5 7 6 1  FORMAT (1H-p 1 0 x 9  25HZH VALUES (TUBE PAR., C M ) )  
W R I T t  46,2122) ZH 
W R I T t  ( 6 , 5 7 6 2 )  
5762 FORMAT (1H-9 L O X ,  25HZN VALUtS (TUBE PAR., CM)) 
W R I T E  46921221 ZN 
W R I  T t  ( 6 ,5763)  
5 7 6 3  F O R M A T  (1H-c 10x9 28HX VALUES (NOZZLE COORD-9 C M ) )  
k K I T t  ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  h 
W R I T E  t 6 ~ 5 7 6 4 )  
5764  FORMAT (1H-9 1 0 x 9  28HZ VALUES (NOZZLE CO0RD.r C M ) )  
h R I T E  f 6 9 2 1 2 2 1  2 
W K I T E  (6,55'71) 
5501 I - U R M A T  (1H-9 1 0 x 9  2SHTMPL V A L U E S  (TMP. DkGo K ) )  
W K I T E  ( 6 , 2 1 2 2 )  TMPL 
WHITE ( 6 ,  1 0 7 6 )  
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F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
1076 FORMAT (1H-9 10x9 3 9 H M U  V A L U E S  ( V I S C o  O F  H, G / C M o S )  A T  1 A T H l  
WHITE ( 6 ,  21221 Z M U L l  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  10771 
1077 FORMAT (1H-, 10x9 39HHU V A L U E S  ( V I S C .  OF HI G/CMoS) A T  1 0 A T M )  
WRITE ( 6 9  21221 Z M U L l O  
WRITE 16, 10781 
1078 FORMAT (1H-v LOX, 4 0 H M U  V A L U E S  ( V I S C .  O F  H t  G/CH.S) A T  20 A T M l  
W R I T E  ( 6 ,  2122)  Z M U L Z O  
W R I T E  16,5502) 
5502 F O R M A T  (LH-, 10x9 4 2 H M U  V A L U E S  A T  3@ ATM ( V I S C o  O F  He G/CM.SEC) )  
W R I T E  (6,2122) Z H U L 3 0  
W R I T E  (6,5503) 
5 5 0 3  F O R M A T  (lH-,lOX, 4 2 H M U  V A L U E S  A T  60 A I M  ( V I S C .  O F  H9 G/CMoSEC)) 
W R I T E  (6.2122) ZMUL60 
W R I T t  1695504) 
5504 F O R M A T  (1H-9 1 0 x 9  43HHU V A L U E S  A T  100 ATM ( V I S C o  O F  H. G / C M o S E C ) )  
W R I T E  (6,21221 Z M U L 9 9  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  1081) 
1081 F O R M A T  (1H-, 1 0 X 9 4 5 H K  V A L U E S  (COIUDo OF H, C A L / C M o S - D E G  K I A 1  I A T M )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2122)  Z K L l  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  1082)  
1082 F O R M A T ( 1 H - , 1 0 X 1 4 6 H K  V A L U E S  (LONO, OF H, CAL/CM.S,Dtb K I A 1  10 A T M )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2122)  Z K L l O  
W R I T E  (69 1 9 8 3 )  
1083 F O R M A T { ~ H - ~ ~ O X , ~ ~ ~ K  VALUES ICOND. i l F  k i ,  CAL/CM,S ,DEb K )  A T  2’3 A T M )  
57 
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
W R I T E  (69 2122) Z K L 2 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 1 5 5 0 5 )  
5505 FORMAT ( L H - 1  1 0 x 9  47HK V A L U k S  A T  30 ATM (COtuDo O F  H, C A L / C M o S o D t G  
1 K )  1 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 2 1 2 2 )  Z K L 3 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 5 5 0 6 1  
5506 F O R M A T  ( l H - t l O X 1 4 7 H K  VALUES A T  60 ATM (CONDO OF H9 CAL/CM.SoDEG K )  
1) 
W R I T E  (6921221 Z K L 6 O  
W R I T E  (6,5507) 
S S C 7  F O R M A T ( l H - t l O X 9 4 7 H K  V A L U E S  A T  100 ATM ( C O N 0  OF Hc C A L / C M o S o D E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  4 6 , 2 1 2 2 1  ZKL99 
W R I T E  (69 1091) 
1091 F O R M A T ( l H - , l O X , 4 Y H C P  V A L U E S  ( S P E C .  HEAT OF H, C A L / G . D E G  K 1  A T  1 A T  
1 M )  
W R I T E  ( 6 1  2122)  C P L l  
W R I T E  1 6 9  1092) 
1092 F O R M A T t l H - p l O X 9 5 O H C P  V A L U E S  ( S P E C -  H t A T  LIF H, C A L / G o D E G  K )  A T  I C )  A 
1 T M )  
W R I T E  (69 2 1 2 2 )  C P L l O  
W R I T E  (69 1093) 
1093 F O R M A T { I H - ~ L O X I ~ O H C P  V A L U E S  I S P t C o  H t A T  OF t i 9  C A L / G o D E G  K )  AT 2~ A 
1 T M )  
W R I T E  (69 2 1 2 2 )  C P L 2 O  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 5 0 8 )  
58 
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF W A I N  PROGRAM 
5508 FORMAT ( lH- ,LOX,SOHCY V A L U E S  AT 30 ATM (SPEC H E A T  OI- H I  C A L / G .  O E G  
1 KI) 
W R I T E  (6,2122) C P L 3 0  
W R I T E  f 6 9 5 5 0 9 )  
5509 FORMAT [ lH- ,  1 0 X t  4 9 H C P  V A L U E S  A 7  60 ATM ( S P E C  H E A T  OF H, CAL/G.DE 
1G KI) 
W R I T E  (6,2122) C P L 6 0  
W R I T E  46,55101 
5510 FORMAT ( 1 H - r  10x9 SOHCP V A L U E S  A T  100 ATM ( S P E C  H E A T  O F  H, C A L / G . D  
1EG K)I 
W R I T E  (6,2122) C P L 9 9  
W R I T E  ( 6 1  2021)  
2021 F O R M A T ( l H - , l O X , 4 5 H G A M M A  V A L U E S  ( S P E C .  WTo OF Hp G / C M 3 )  A T  1 A T M )  
W R I T E  (6, 2 1 2 2 )  G A M 1  
W R I T t  (6,  2022)  
2022 F O R M A T ( 1 H - , l O X , 4 5 H G A M M A  V A L U E S  (SPEC. WT. OF HV G / C M 3 )  A T  1 0 A T M )  
WRIlt 16, 2 1 2 2 )  G A M 1 0  
H R I T E  ( 6 ,  2 0 2 3 )  
2023 F O R M A T ( l H - , l O X , 4 6 H G A M M A  V A L U t S  ( S P E C .  WT- UF H, G / C H 3 )  A T  20 A T M )  
W R I T k  ( 6 ,  2 1 2 2 1 G A M 2 0  
W R I T E  (6,5511) 
5 5 1 1  F O R M A T ( i H - i @ X , 4 5 ~ G A M M A  V A L U E S  A T  30 A I M  ( S P t C o W T .  Oh H, G / C M 3 ) )  
W K I T t  ( 6 ,  2 1 2 2 )  G A M 3 0  
k R I T E  (6. 5 5 1 2 1  
2122 F O R M A T  ( 1 H  9 1 0 x 9  6615 .8 )  
59  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF MAIN PROGRAM 
5512  FORMAT(lH-,lOX,46HGAMMA VALUES A T  6 0  A T M  ( S P E C ,  WT. OF HI G/CM3))  
W R I T E  f6v 2 1 2 2 )  GAM60 
WRITE ( 6 ,  5 5 1 4 )  
5 5 1 4  FORMAT (lH-,lOX,44HGAMMA VALUES A T  100 ATM(SPEC WT OF H, G / C M 3 1 )  
W R I T E  1 6 9  2 1 2 2 )  G A M 9 9  
C 
C READ T A B L E S  FOR INTERP. t * 1c t t* 
READ (5 ,1011 NOVAL 
101 FORMAT ( 13) 
READ (5 ,1021 I T E M P ( I ) t  I =  1, NOVAL) 
READ (5, 1 0 2 )  ( H 2 9 8 H I I ) t  I=1, NOVAL) 
HEAD (5, 1 0 2 1  ( H 2 9 8 0 H ( I ) ,  I = l ,  NOVAL) 
READ ( 5 ,  102) ( H 2 9 8 H 2 ( I ) ,  I = l ,  NOVAL) 
READ 
KEA0 





K t A O  
R E A C  
R E A D  
R t A L )  
HEAD 
60 
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
R E A D  ( 5 9  102) ( S H 2 0 ( 1 ) ,  I=LT N O V A L )  
R E A D  (5, 1021 ( SO(I), I = l r  N O V A L )  
R E A D  ( 5 9  1021 ( SO2(1), I=l, N O V A L )  
R E A D  ( 5 9  102) ( Z K P H ( 1 ) r  X = l r  N O V A L )  
R E A D  ( 5 ,  102) ( Z K P O H ( 1 ) r  I s 1 9  N U V A L )  
R E A D  ( 5 9  102) ( Z K P H Z O ( I ) ,  I = l ,  N O V A L )  
R E A D  ( 5 9  102) ( Z K P O ( I 1 ,  I=LT N O V A L )  
102 F O R M A T  (8F10.0) 
W R I T E  (6, 123)  
123 FORMAT (1H-1 
W R I T E  (6,201) 
201 FORMAT ( ~ H - T ~ O X T  Z O H J E M P  V A L U E S  (DEG. K)) 
W R I T E  (6,2021 TEMP 
202 F O R M A T  [1H  9 1 0 x 9  6fl5.8) 
W R I T E  (69 203)  
203 F O R M A T  (1H-V 10x9 29HH298H V A L U t S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  (69202)  H298H 
W R I T E  (69  204) 
204 FORMAT (1H-9 10x9 3 0 H H 2 9 8 O H  V A L U E S  ( C A L / M G L E / D E G  K)) 
W R I T E  (69 2 0 2 )  H2980H 
W R I T &  ( 6 ,  205)  
205 FORMAT (1H-9 10x9 30HH298H2 V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K)) 
W R I T E  (69 202)  H298HZ 
W&ITk (69 206)  
206 F T r i M A T  i l H - 9  10x9 31HH24iMti20 VALUES ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K i i  
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2 1 4  
W R I T E  1 6 9  202) H29H20 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2 0 7 )  
F O R Y A T  (1H-r 10x1 29HH2980 V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  202) H2980 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  208) 
FORMAT ( l H - , l O X 9  30HH29802 V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  202)  H29802 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  209)  
FORMAT (lH-91OX9 2 8 H C P T H  V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
r J R I T E  ( 6 9  202) C P T H  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  210)  
FORMAT (1H-9 l o x ,  2 9 H C P T O H  V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) I  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  202)  C P T O H  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2 2 1 )  
FORMAT (1H- f  10x9  2 9 H C P T H 2  V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / O E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  (69 202)  C P T H 2  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2 1 2 )  
FORMAT (1H-v 1 0 x 9  3 0 H C P T H 2 0  V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2 0 2 )  C P T H 2 0  
W R I T t  ( 6 9  2 1 3 )  
FORMAT (1H-9 1 0 x 9  2 8 H C P T O  V A L U E S  ( C A L / H O L t / O E G  K ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  202) CPTU 
W R I T E  169 214)  
FORMAT ( l H - 9  1 O X  2 9 H C P T 0 2  V A L U t S  ( C A L / M O L E / D t G  K 1 )  
W H I T E  ( 6 ,  202)  C P T U 2  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  O F  M A I N  PROGRAM 
WRITE (69 2 1 5 )  
215 FORMAT (1H-9 1 0 x 9  2 6 H S H  V A L U t S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
H R I T E  (6, 202) SH 
WRITE (69 216) 
216 FORMAT (LH-, 10x9 27HSOH V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L k / O E G  K 1 )  
W R I T &  ( 6 9  2021 SOH 
WRITE ( 6 9  2171 
217 FORMAT (LH-r l ox ,  2 7 H S H 2  V A L U E S  ( C A L / H O L E / O E G  K ) )  
WRITE ( 6 9  202) SH2 
W R I T E  (6, 218) 
218 FORMAT' (1H-v 10X928HSH20 V A L U E S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K)) 
W R I T E  (6 ,  2 0 2 )  SH20 
W R I T E  I 6 9  219) 
219 FORMAT (1H-9 l o x ,  2 6 H S O  V A L U t S  ( C A L / M O L E / D E G  K ) )  
W H I T E  (6, 202)  SO 
W R I T t  ( 6 9  2026)  
2026 FORMAT I1H- t  L O X ,  2 7 H S 0 2  V A L U E S  ( C A l / M O L E / D t G  K)) 
WRITE ( 6 9  202) SO2 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  2211 
2 2 1  FORMAT (1H-9 1 O X t l l H Z K P H  V A L U E S )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ,  202) Z K P H  
L l R I T E  1 6 , 2 0 2 7 )  
2 0 2 7  F O R M A T  (1H-S 10x9  l 2 H Z K P U t l  V A L U E S )  
W R I T E  (6 ,202)  ZKPUH 
W R I l t  ( 6 9 2 2 3 1  
6 3  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
223 FORMAT (1H-, 10x9 13HZKPH20 V A L U E S )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 0 2 )  ZKPH20 
W Q l T E  ( 6 9  2 2 4 )  
2 2 4  FUKHAT IlH-, 10X, l lHZKPO V A L U E S )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 0 2 )  ZKPO 
HEAD ( 5 9  9 3 5 )  NOAEAT,  I A H E A  
9 3 5  CORMAT ( 2 1 3 )  
SEAD ( 5 ,  1 0 2 )  ( A t A T I ( I ) ~ I = l , N O S T )  
C 






DENO= 1 . 1 4  
DE"= -071 
C 
C K E A 0  MIKTUKt RATIOS it * 
C 
READ ( 5 9  7C001) I M R  
7CG01 FORMAT ( 1 3 )  
DU 70002 I K M =  1, I M R  
READ ( 5 9  70003) WDOTU, WDOTF 
7CO03 F O R M A 1  ( 2 k 1 5 . 8 )  
64 
it t * it **  
* * * * it * *  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L X S T X N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
ZHR= WDOTO -0717536 / (WDOTF - 0 0 4 4 4 6 6 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 ,  7C004)  WOOTO? WDOTF 
7CC04 FORMAT ( 1 H l r  1 0 x 9  25HOXIDlZEK FLOW (GAL/MIN)  =E15089 13x9 
1 2lHFUEL FLOW (GAL/MINI = E 1 5 * 6 )  
W R I T E  (6, 70005) ZMR 
7CG05 FORMAT ( 1 H - r  
1 l o x ,  l5HMIXTURE RATXO = t 1 5 * b )  
WDOTO= , 0 7 1 7 5 3 6  * WDOTO 
WOOTF= 0 0 0 4 4 4 6 6  WDOTF 
C1= t 2 0 0 - / 2 o 0 1 6 )  [WDOTF/ (WDOTO + WDOTF)) 
C2= ( 2 0 0 . /  32,) (WDOTO / (WDOTO + WDOTF)) 
C 
C A CONSTANT VAR, FOR W O / ( W O  + WFI AND kF/(hO + WF) 
C 
WOOWF= MOOTO / (WDOTO + wDOTl-1 
WFOWO= LJDOTF/ ( WDUTO + WDOTF) 
C 
C BEGIN CALCULATIUNS w t 
C 
5 0 1  WTO= 1 G O .  WOOkF 
5 0 2  WTH= 100, kFOWU 
503  ZMOLEQZ ( l o o . /  32.) * WOOWF 
504 ZMOLtH= (100-  / 2,016) WFOWCi 
505 DkNP= 1-16 WOOhif + 0 0 7 1  WFOWO 
** 
506 DELIIF= -3 .08  (loo./ 32.) * WUuwF - l . i r87  ii00.i 2 . 0 1 6 )  * 
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1 WFOWO 
507 H Y G = 2 0 0 * /  2.016 WFOWU 
508 O X Y =  ZOO./ 32. WOOWC 
C 
C I N I T I A L  GUESS FOR 1 C t  M I  GAM, P C  
C 
509 T C =  298.0 
510 Z M =  12.0 
D € C T C =  1000. 
5 1 1  GAMMA= 1.15 
5 1 2  P C =  (WDOTF ( H O O T 0  / WDUTF + 1.1 ((847.9* TC) / ( Z M  
1 9.81 1 )  * *  05) / (1094.947 * GAMMA * *  05 ( 2 0 / ( G A M M A + l . l  
2 ) ** ( (  GAMMA + 1.) / ( 2. (GAMMA - 1 . ) ) ) )  
513 C A L L  CONV(TC,PC,C l ,  C29 LNH20, ZNO, ZN02, ZNH, ZNOH, L N H Z t  Z N T )  
C 
C I N T E R P O L A T E  FOR H298 F O R  A L L  S P E C I E S  AT T C  * * * *  
C 
901  H C H =  T A H C t 1  ( T E M P ( 1 1 ,  H 2 9 8 H ( l ) t  TC, N O V A L )  
902 HCCI'= T A B L E 1  ( T E M P I 1 1 9  H L 9 B O H ( 1 ) 9  T C t  N O V A L )  
903  H C H Z =  T A U L E L  ( T E M P ( 1 1 ,  H 2 9 8 H 2 ( l ) r  T C T  fUUVAL1 
904 H C H 2 0 =  T A B L t l  ( T E M P ( l ) ,  H29 b i 2 0 ( 1 ) T  T C t  N O V A L )  
Y O 5  H C G =  T A d L t l  ( T E M P ( l 1 r  H 2 9 8 0 ( 1 ) ,  T C ,  fUOVAL1 
906  H C C L =  T A B L E 1  ( T k M P  ( 1 I I H 2 9 8 U 2  ( 1 1  9 TC 9 NOVAL 1 
9 0 1  TC-Y"1= - ( Z N H 2 0  * H C H 2 0  + ZNO IiCU + Z N O L  * H C 0 2  + 
1 L ' L U  * H C H  + ZNOH HCOH + L N H 2  H C H 2 )  
66  
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908 TERM2= (-2NH20 570798 + Z N H  52.089 + ZNOH 9-33 + ZNO 
1 5 9 - 5 5 ]  + 3-08 ( loo - /  32.1 WOOWF + 1.867 
2 (100- / 20016) YFOWO 
I f  ( A B S  ( T E R M 1  - TERM21 oLEe-01  1 GO TO 915 
IF ( A B S  ( T E R H 2 ) -  ABS ( T E R M 1 ) )  909, 9 1 5 t  911 
909 TC= TC - OECTC 
D k C T C =  DECTC .1 
911 TC= TC + OECTC 
I I F  ( D E C T C  ,LE. .00011 GO T O  9 1 5  
GO TO 512 
915 ZH= loo. /  ZNT 
916 C P C H =  T A B L E 1  (TEMP(1)t C P T H ( 1 ) t  T C ,  NOVAL) 
918 C P C H 2 =  TABLE1 ( T E M P I l ) r  C P T H 2 ( l ) ,  T C ,  NOVAL) 
I 
919 C P C H 2 0 =  TABLE1 ( T E H P ( l ) r  C P T H 2 0 ( 1 ) ,  TC,  NOVAL) 
920 CPCO= TABLEl (TEHP(1)p C P T O ( 1 ) .  T C ,  NOVAL) 
9 2 2  GAMMA= ( ZNH20 IC C P C H 2 0  + LNH2 * C P C H 2  + LNO CYCO + ZN02 
1 ( Z M  9 . 8 1 ) )  * .5) / ( 1394.947 GAMMA * *  .5 * ( 2 .  / 
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9 2 4  
' 3 2 5  
9 2 6  
9 2 7  
9 2 8  
9 2 9  
9 3 1  
9 3 2  
9 3 3  
9 3 4  
Y 4 9  
Y 4 2  
P C =  PCP'SES 
GO TO 513  
I N T E R P O L A T E  FOR (SI t-OK A L L  S P E C I t S  * 
SCH= TABLE1 ( T E M P ( 1 1 ,  S H ( 1 1 ,  T C ,  N O V A L )  
SCOH= T A t l L E 1  ( T E M P ( 1 1 ,  SOH(1)p T C 9  N O V A L I  
S C H 2 =  T A B L E 1  ( T t M P ( l I r  S H 2 ( l I 9  TC9 N O V A L )  
SCHZO= T A B L E 1  ( T E M P ( 1 I f  S H 2 0 ( 1 ) 9  T C ,  N U V A L )  
S C O =  T A B L E 1  ( T E M P ( l ) ,  S O ( 1 I c  T C ,  N O V A L I  
SC02= T A B L E 1  ( T € M P ( l ) ,  S U 2 1 1 I 9  T C ,  N U V A L )  
I F  ( Z N H  .Ea.  0.1 GO T O  9 3 1  
ZLOGH= A L O G ( Z N H / Z N T )  
GO T O  9 3 2  
LLOGI i=  0. 
I F  ( Z N O H  . E a .  0.1 GO TO 9 3 3  
LLOGOH=ALOG ( Z N O H / L N r I  
GO r u  9 3 4  
Z L O G W =  0. 
I F  ' L r q ! + L c  .EQ. 0.1 GLI T U  9 4 9  
Z1-L I " =  A L O G  ( L N H 2 U /  Z N T )  
L G  TU 942 
L L U G t i C Z  0. 
I F ( L N H 2 . t Q .  0.1 GG TO 9 4 3  
L L C G H 2 =  ALCG (LIUH2 / Z N T )  
i 68 
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GO TO 944 
943 ZLOGH2= 0. 
944 IF (ZNO .€Q. 0 . )  GO TO 945 
ZLOGO= ALOG ( Z N O /  ZNT)  
GO TO 946 
945 ZLOGU= 0 ,  
946 IF: ( Z N 0 2  .EQ. 0 . )  GO TO 947 
ZLOG02= ALOG(  ZN02 / ZNT) 
GO TO 930 
947 ZLOGO2= 0, 
930 SC= (ZNH2O it SCH20 + ZNH2 SCH2 + Z N H  SCH + ZNOH SCOH 
1 + ZNO SCO + LN02 SCO2) - ( 1,987 ZNT ( ZNH20 / 
2 ZNT ZLOGHO + ZNH2 / ZNT * ZLOGHL 
3 +  ZNH / ZNT LLOGH + LNOH / ZNT 
4 ZLOGUH + ZNO / LNT * ZLCiGO + ZN02 / L N l  








C CALCULATION OF t X I 1  CONDITIONS 
c 
* .. * t i t  
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00 9 3 6  I =  1, N U A E A T  
GAMMAE = GAPMA 
9 6 1  D E C P C P =  lo(?.  
y L  ( 1  - 1 A K F A ) l O b l t  1061, 1062 
1061 P C P  = 2. 
GO TO 941 
1 C 6 2  P C P =  1.01 
DEC PCP=. 01 
941 T E R M l =  ( 2 .  GAMMAE / (GAMMAE - I . )  * (1. - (1. / P C P )  **  
1 ( 1  GAMMAE - 1.1 / G A M M A € ) ) )  ** 05 
T E R M 2 s  GAMMAE ** - 5  * (2 .  / (GAMMAE + 1.11 * *  ( (  GAMMAE + 1.) 
1 / (2. (GAMMAE - 1 . ) ) )  / A k A T I ( 1 )  * P C P  * *  (1. / b A M M A E )  
IF ( A B S  ( T E R M 1  - T E R M 2 1  . L E . . 0 0 0 1 ) G U  Ti) 940 
I F ( I e L E s 1 A R E A ) G O T O  6163 
I r l A ~ S ( T E K M 2 l - A 4 S ( T ~ ~ ~ l ) ) ~ 3 8 , 9 4 ~ , 9 3 9  
6163  I F  ( A B S ( T k R M 1 1  - At35 ( T E R M 2 1 1  9 3 b 9  94'2, 939 
9 3 8  P C P =  P C P  - D E C P C P  
O E C P C P z  DECPCP 0 1  
939  P C P =  P C P  t D E C P C P  
L O  TU 941 
s4c  P I ( I ) =  1. / P C P  P C  
TGI(I)= 100. 
D E C T t =  1000. 
1 G 5 8  C A L L C U N V  (TGIII), P I ( I ) ,  C l c  C2, ZNHZO,  Zk!D, ZNU2r LNHv LNOH,  
1 Z N H 2 r  L N T )  
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SCO= T A B L E l  ( T E M P ( l 1 ,  SOll), TGILI), N O V A L )  
SC02= T A B L E 1  ( T E H P t l ) ,  S02(11r  TGIII1t N O V A L )  
I F  ( Z N H  o E Q o  00) GO TO 1041 
Z L O G H =  ALOG ( Z N H  / Z N T )  
GO TO 1042 
1041 ZCOGH= 0 ,  
1042 I F  ( Z N O H  . E Q . O o )  GO TO 2028 
ZLOGOH= A L O G  ( Z N O H  / Z N T I  
GO TO 2039 
2028 ZLOGOH-  0 ,  
2039 I F  (LNH20  o E U o  0.1 GO TO 2029 
Z L O G H O =  A L O G  t Z N H 2 0  / Z N T )  
GO' TO 1046 
2029 L L O G H O =  0. 
1046 I F  ( Z N H 2  .EQ. 0 , )  GO 10 1047 
L L O G H Z =  ALOG ( Z N H 2  / Z N T )  
GO TC; 1048 
LO47 ZCUGH2= 0. 
1C48 I F  ( Z N G  .ECI* 0.1 GO T O  1049 
LLOGO= A L O G  ( i ! N O /  Z N T )  
GO TO 2024 
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1049 ZLOGO= 0 .  
2024 I F  ( Z N 0 2  -EO. 0 . )  GO TO 1051 
Z L O G 0 2 =  ALOG ( Z N 0 2  / Z N T )  
GO T O  1052  
1051 Z L O G 0 2 z  0. 
1052 SE? Z N H 2 0  S C H 2 0  + Z N H Z  S C H 2  + Z N H  SCH + ZNOH 
1 SCOH + ZNO SCO + Z N 0 2  SC02 - (1.987 L N T  * ( Z N H 2 0  
2 / Z N T  ZLOGHO + Z N H 2  / ZNT ZLOGHZ + Z N H  / Z N T  Z L O G H  
3 + ZNOH / Z N T  * Z L O G O H  + ZNO / Z N T  ZLOGO + Z N 0 2  / Z N T  * 
4 Z L O G 0 2  + ALOG I P I f I ) ) ) )  
IF ( A B S ( S C -  S E I  -LE.-0001) GO T O  1055 
I F  ( S C  - S E I  1056. 1055, 1057 
1056 T G I I I ) =  T G I ( 1 )  - O E C T E  
D E C T E =  OECTE .1 
1057 T G I ( I ) =  T G I ( 1 )  + D k C T E  
GO TO 1 0 5 8  
1055 C O N T I N U E  
C P H E =  T A B L E l  ( T k M P ( 1 ) r  C P T H ( l ) r  T G I ( I 1 ,  N O V A L )  
C P O H E =  T A B L E 1  ( T E M P ( 1 ) t  C P T O H ( 1 ) r  T G I ( I ) r  N O V A L )  
C P H Z E =  T A B L E 1  ( T E M P ( 1 1 ,  C P T H 2 ( 1 ) ,  T G I ( I ) ,  N O V A L )  
C P H 2 0 E = T A B L E l  ( T E M P ( 1 ) t  C P T H 2 0 ( l ) r  T C I ( I 1 ,  N O V A L )  
C P O E =  1 A B L E l  ( T E H P ( l ) t  C P T O ( 1 ) r  T G I ( I 1 ,  N O V A L )  
C P 0 2 E =  T A B L t l  ( T E M P ( 1 ) t  C P T O 2 ( 1 ) ,  T G I ( I 1 ,  N O V A L )  
C A M P S T =  GAMMAE 
GAMMAE= ( Z N H 2 0  C P H Z O E  + Z N H 2  it C P H 2 E  + ZNO * C P O E  + Z N 0 2  
7 2  
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF MAIN PROGRAM 
1 C P 0 2 E  + ZNH CPHE + ZNOH CPOHE) / (ZNH20 CPH2OE + 
2 ZNH2 CPHZE + ZNO CPOE + Zh02 C P 0 2 E  + ZNH CPHE + 
3 ZNOH CPOHE - ZNT 1,9871 
IF ( A B S ( G A M P S T - G A M M A E ) o G T o o O O O l ) ~ O  TO 961 
LMI(I)= 100. 1 ZNT 
HCHE= TABLE1 ( T € M P ( l ) ,  H298H(lIi J G I ( I ) r  NOVAL) 
HCOHE= TABLEl ( T E M P l l ) ,  H 2 9 8 0 H ( 1 ) ,  TGI(I), NOVAL) 
HCH2E= TABLE1 ( T E M P ( l ) ,  H 2 9 8 H 2 ( 1 ) ,  T G I ( I 1 ,  NOVAL) 
HCHZOE=TABLEl I T E M P ( l ) ,  H 2 9 H 2 0 ( 1 ) ,  T G I ( I ) ,  NOVAL) 
HCO€= TABLE1 ( T E M P ( l 1 ,  H 2 9 8 0 ( 1 ) ,  l G I ( I ) *  N O V A L )  
HC02€= T A B L E l  ( T E M P ( l 1 ,  H 2 9 8 0 2 ( l ) r  TGI(I1, NOVAL) 
DBlH= ZNHZOC HCH20 + ZNOC HCO + ZNOZC HCO2 + LNHC 
1 * HCH + ZNOHC HCOH + ZNHZC HCH2 - ZNH20C 5 7 - 7 9 8  
2 + 2°C 52 .089  + ZNOHC 9-33 + ZNO * 59.55 - (ZNL-120 
3 HCH20E + ZNH2 HCHZE + ZNH HCHE + ZNOti 
4 HCOHE + ZNO HCOE + ZN02 HC02E)  + ZNH20 5 7 , 7 9 8  
5 - ZNH * 52 .089  - ZNOH 9 - 3 3  - ZNO 5 9 - 5 5  
ZISPI{I)= 9-33 (10, DELH) * *  e5 
CPI(I)= (ZNH20 CPHZUE + ZNH2 CPH2E + ZNH CPHE 
1 + ZNOH CPOHE + ZNO CPOE + ZNO2 CPOZEI / 
2 (ZNT * ZMI(I)) 
H T ( I ) =  ZNH / ZNT 
O H T ( I ) =  ZNOH / ZNT 
H2T(I)= ZNH2 / LNT 
t - i 2 0 T I I ) =  ZNH20 / ZluT 
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L 
OlT(I)= ZNO / ZNT 
02T(I)= ZN02 / ZNT 
936  CONTINUE 
bJDOTF= WOUTF 1000.0 
DO 1725 I =  1, NUST 
PI(I)= PI(I) * 10,E+02 
1725  CONTINUE 
I P R E S =  0 
PINI= WDOTF *+ 2 / ( 6 3 0 0 . 0  *+  2 1 + P C / 2 . +  
1 ( P C  ** 2 / 4- + WOOTF ** 2 / (19.41181 **  2 * l o E + U 4 ) )  ** 0 5  
P I N =  P I N 1  
C 
C SET A CHECK VALUE FOR THE K EQUATION * * **  
C 
5 !POLO= 0 
I Z H N X =  0 
I T S I F =  0 
I_ 9. 
I S A V E  = 0 
r., I- I .. - 
Z L N =  L B C . 0  
TL= 27.4 
DO 10966 NOP= 1 ,  NUST 
CPIS(NOP)= C P I  ( h o p )  
T G I S ( ' V O P ) =  T G I  ( h U P )  
1 C G 6 6  CONTINCic  
74 
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GO NESTING TO S O L V E  MU VALUES * * * *  
DO 9999  I =  1 9 NOST 
T G I S V E =  T G I  ( 1  1 
C P S V E =  C P I I I )  
TRYFS= 0 -  
T S V l =  0. 
765 DO 1000 K =  11 6 
700 00 7 7 1 0  J = l ,  I T A B  
I F  ( T M P ( J )  - TGI(II) 7710s 800, 900 
800 GO TO (100, Z O O ,  300, 4009 5 6 0 ,  6001, K 
100 ZMUH= H ( J )  
GO Ta 1000 
200 ZMUOH= OHLJ) 
GO TO 1000 
300 ZMUHP= H2(J) 
GO TO lC00 
400 ZMUH20= H20(J) 
GO TU 1000 
500 Z M U O l =  O l ( J 1  
GO TO lGOO 
600 ZMU02= 02(J) 
GO TO 1 0 0 0  
50 !110, 220, 330, 4401 5501  6sOlt k 
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C 
's THE t Q U A T I C ' \ i  T O  C A L C U L A T t  T H t  MU V A L U E S  * t t * i t*  
76 
FORTRAN 1 V  PROGRAM LISTING OF MAIN PROGRAM 
1 ZMNOH + H2T(1) ZMII(3)/ ZMUHZ + ttZOT(1) ZMII(4)/ Z N U H Z O  
2 + OlT(1) ZMIL (51 / LMUOl + 02T(I) L M I I ( 6 ) /  LMUOZ)) 
1020 ZK(I)= ZMU(1) *(CPI(I) + 1.25 1.987 / ZHI(1)) 
IF (ITSTF - I )  lU309 104091040 
1030 TF(I)= TGI(1) +ZISP?(I) ** 2 9 - 6 1  /a540 *(ZMU(l) / 
1 (ZK(1) CPI(1))) ** .5 
ITSTF= I 
C 
C TEST TO DETERMINE If THIS GROlJP G f  EQUATIU~JS HAVE B L E N  
' c  
C 
CALCULATED IF SU GO TO THE EGUATlON TO D E T E R M I N E  H 
lC40 IF LTSVL - 1.1 lit439 10459 1 ~ 4 3  
I C 
C INTERPOLATION FOR C P  I N  THE H €QUATION 4 
C 
1043 TNG I ( I ) =loo* 
TWL(l)= 10Q. 
1044 DO 8 8 7 5  KK=lr 6 
DO 8 8 1 0  JJ=lr ITAB 
IF (TMP(JJ) -TWtiI(1))8810,8dGt 94U 
880 GO T O  (1119 222, 3 3 3 9  4449 5>5*  6 6 6 1 9  K K  
111 CPHN= C P H (  JJ) 
GO TU 8875 
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2 2 2  C P O H N =  C P O H ( J J I  
GO T O  8 8 7 5  
3 3 3  C P H 2 N =  C P H Z ( J J 1  
GO TO 8875 
444 C P H 2 0 N =  C P H 2 0 ( J J )  
GO TO 8 8 7 5  
5 5 5  C P O l N =  C P O L ( J J )  
GO TO 8 8 7 5  
666 C P 0 2 N =  C P O 2 ( J J I  
GO TO 8 8 7 5  
990 GO TO t 1 2 0 t  2 3 0 t  3 4 0 ,  4901 560, 6701, K K  
120 CPHFU= ( C P H ( J J )  - C P H t J J - 1 ) )  / ( T M P ( J J ) - T M P ( J J - l I )  + ( T W G I ( I I - T M P  
1 (JJ-11) + C P H ( J J - 1 )  
GG TO 8875 
230  C P O H N =  ( C P O H ( J J 1 -  C P O H ( J J - 1 1 1  / ( T M P ( J J )  - T M P ( J J - 1 ) )  * ( T b d G I ( I )  - 
1 T M P ( J J - 1 ) )  + C P O H l J J - 1 )  
GO r u  8875 
340 CPH2rJ=  ( C P H 2 ( J J )  - C P H 2 ( J J - 1 ) ) /  ( T M P ( J J 1  - T M P ( J J - l ) ) * ( T W Z I ( I ) -  
1 TMP ( J J - 1 ) )  + C P H 2 1 J J - 1 )  
GO TO 8 b 7 5  
490 C P H Z O N =  ( C P H Z O ( J J 1  - C P H Z O ( J J - 1 ) )  / ( T M P I J J )  - T M P ( J J - l ) ) *  (TWLI  
1 ( I )  - T M P ( J J - l ) )  + C P H Z O ( J J - I )  
GO JU 8 8 7 5  
560 C P O l N =  ( C P O l ( J J 1  - C P O 1 ( J J - I ) )  / ( T M P ( J J )  - T M P ( J J - 1 ) )  (TWSI(1) 
1 - T M P ( J J - 1 ) )  + C P O L ( J J - I )  
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t 
GO TO 8875 
670 C P 0 2 N =  ( C P O 2 ( J J I  - C P O 2 f J J - 1 ) )  / I T M P 1 J J )  - T H P 1 J J - 1 ) )  4 ( T W G I ( I 1  
1 - T M P t J J - 1 ) )  + C P O Z ( J J - 1 )  
GQ TO 8875 
8810 C O N T I N U E  
H R I T E  ( 6 ,  7 7 6 9 )  
7769 FORMAT (1H-9 10x1  28HiWGI WAS TGO L A R G E  FOR T A B L E )  
C A L L  E X I T  
8875 C O N T I N U E  
C C A L C U L A T I O N  F O R  C P I I  V A L U E S  41 * **  
C 
C P I ( 1 )  = I H T t I )  C P H N  + O H T ( I 1  CPOHN + H Z T ( I I * C P H 2 N  + H 2 C T ( I I  
1 C P H Z O N  + O l T ( 1 )  C P O l N  + 0 2 T ( I I  CPU2N) / Z M I ( 1 )  
T G I I I ) =  T W G I ( 1 )  
T S V L =  1, 
C 
C GO B A C K  TO I N T E R P O L A T E  W I T H  NEW V A L U E  Ok T t M P E R A T U R c  T H l S  
C V A L U E  OF C P  IS U S E D  I N  T H E  K E Q U A T I O N  FOR T H I S  S T A T I O N  
C 
GO T O  765 
1045 H C A L ( I ) =  -0162 C P I ( I ) * * . 8 2 * Z K  (II+*.18 (PI(II Z I S P I ( I ) * 9 . 8 1  
1 ZMI(1) / { 847.9 T G I S V E I )  ** .d2 1. / 
2 ( D T  A E A T I ( 1 )  ** -5) 018 ( T F ( I I  / T W G l ( I ) ) * +  0 3 5  
C 
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C ROUTINE TO INTERPOLATE FOR H, N, AND X VALUES 
C 
I F  (ILHhX - I )  9711, 1050,  1 0 5 0  
9 7 1 1  I F  ( I  - NOFZ) 9713,  9713,  9 7 6 7  
9 7 1 3  N I =  NOFZ 
ZE= Dl / 2 e  * I A E A T I ( 1 )  ** e 5  - 1.1 
ZI=ZE 
00 9713  MM= 1, 3 
DO 9718  M= 1, N I  
I F  ( Z ( M )  - ZE) 9718,  4481, 9 7 2 1  
4 4 8 1  ZN I = ZN(M)  
Z H  I = LH(M1 
X I = X ( M )  
IZHNX= 1 
GO TO 1050  
9 7 2 1  GO 10 ( 9 7 2 2 ,  97239 9 7 2 4 )  9 MM 
9 7 2 2  ZN 1 = (ZN(M)  - ZNIM-1) )  / ( L ( M )  - Z(M-1)) * ( Z E  - L ( M - 1 ) )  + 
1 LN(M-1)  
GO TO 9717 
9723  ZH 1 = ( Z H ( M )  - ZH(M-1 ) )  / ( Z ( M )  - Z ( M - 1 ) )  * ( Z E  - L ( M - 1 1 )  + 
1 ZH(M-11 
GO T O  Y117 
9724 X I = ( X ( M )  - X ( M - 1 ) )  / ( L ( M )  - Z ( M - 1 )  ) * ( L E  - Z ( P I - 1 ) )  + 
1 X ( M - 1 )  
GO TU 9717 
80 
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9 7 1 8  CONTINUE 
WRITE (6 ,9727)  
9 7 2 7  FORMAT I1H-9 10x1 31HZE WAS TOO LARGE FOR TABLE OF L )  
CALL E X I T  
9717  CORTINUE 
IZHNX = I 
GO TO 1 0 5 0  
C 
C INTERPOLATION FOR VALUES FROM HEAD T O  THROAT 
C 
9 7 6 7  IF ( I  - (NOZ + NOFZ + 1)) 87761 8776, 9 7 1 4  
8 7 7 6  NI= NOZ + NOFZ + 1 
MHM = NOFZ 
L E =  OT / 2. I A E A T I t I )  ** - 5  - 1.1 
z I =Zf 
DO 3 7 6 1  M M =  1, 3 
00 3762  M =  HHM, N I  
I F  ( Z E  - L I M ) )  3762,  3673,  4673 
3 6 7 3  LN I = ZNIHI 
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I 8 2  
1 ZN(M-1 )  
GO T*J 3 7 6 1  
3 7 6 3  ZH I = - ( Z H ( P - l l  - Z H ( M ) I  / ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z ( M ) )  ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z k )  + 
1 ZH(M-1) 
GO TO 3 7 6 1  
3 7 6 4  X 1 = - ( X ( M - l )  - X ( M I )  / ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z ( M I 1  * ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z E )  + 
1 X [ M - 1 )  
GO TO 3761 
3 7 6 2  C O N T I N U t  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 4 4 6 7 1  
4467 FORMAT ( l H - 9  10Xp16HZE W A S  TOO SMALL) 
CALL E X I T  
3 7 6 1  CONTINUE 
ILHNX= I 
GU T O  1050 
C 
C INTERPOLATION FOR ZN, LH,  X VALUtS BEFORE T H R O A T  ff 
C 
9 7 1 4  I F  ( I  - ( IVOZ + FVOFL + NOTL) )  97159  9 7 1 5  , 6 5 9 6  
9715 NI =  NOZ + NUFZ + N O T Z  
M M M  = NO2 + NOFL + 1 
L E =  D T  / 2. L A t A T I ( 1 )  * *  - 5  - 1.)  
L I = L E  
DO 9730  M M =  1, 3 
DO 9731 M =  M M M t  NI 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM LISTING OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
I F  ( Z ( H >  - ZE) 9 7 3 1 ,  4 4 5 7 ,  9735 
4457 ZN I = Z N f M )  
ZH I = Z H ( M 1  
X I = X ( M )  
IZHNX= I 
GO TO 1050 
9 7 3 5  GO TO (54736, 97379 9 7 3 8 )  9 MM 
9 7 3 6  Z N  I = (ZN(M) - ZNIM-1)) / IZIM) - Z(M-1)) IZE - Z(M-1)) + 
1 Z N t M - 1 )  
GO TO 9 7 3 0  
9 7 3 7  ZH I = ( Z H ( M )  - Z H f M - 1 ) )  / ( Z ( H )  - Z t M - 1 ) )  (ZE - L(M-1)) + 
1 &H(M-1) 
GO TO 9730 
9 7 3 8  X I = ( X ( M )  - X ( M - 1 ) )  / ( Z I M )  - L(M-1) 1 ( Z E  - Z(M-1)) + 
1 X ( M - 1 )  
GO i n  9730 
9 7 3 1  C O N T I N U t  
WRITE ( 6 , 9 7 3 9 )  
9 7 3 9  F O R M A T  (1H-r  10x9 47HZE NAS TOO L A R G t  FOR TABLE OF L I S  8 t F L ) R E  THRO 
1 A T )  
CALL E X I T  
9 7 3 0  CONTINUE 
IZHNX= I 
GO TO 1050 
C 
8 3  
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++ C C O N T I N l J t  W I T H  PROGRAM + + 
C 
1050 A L ( I ) =  3 . 1 4 1 6  ZN I +* 2 + 2. ZN I ( Z H  I - 2.* Li\1 I 1 
1060 D L ( I I =  (2 ,  3.1416 ZN I *+ 2 + 4. ZH I ZN I - 8 . +  ZN I 
1 * *  2) / (3.1416 * LN I + ZH I - 20 + ZN I 1 
C 
C T E S T  TOO SEE WHAT PRESSURES TOO I N T E R P O L A T E  B E T W E E N  i t+ 
C I N T E R P O L A T E  A T  30 ATM I 
2 3 0 7  C O N T I N U E  
IF ( P I N  - 1.) 3001, 3 0 0 2 ,  3003 
I 
3001 W R I T E  { 6 ,  3 0 0 4 )  
3004 FORMAT (1H-p 10x1 20HPRESSURE L E S S  THAN 1) 
C A L L  E X I T  
I 
3002 DO 3 0 0 5  1L= 1, 2 
TWGO= T h L (  IZ) 
Z K L C I I Z ) =  T A B L E l (  T M P L ( l ) , Z K L l ( l ) , T W G O , I R A D )  
C P L C I I Z ) =  T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l)rCPLl(l)rTWGO,IRAD) 
Z M U L C ( I L ) =  T A B L E 1 (  T M P L ( l ) , Z M U L l I 1 ) , T W G O , I K A D I  
3005 TWL(2 )=  TL 
GO TU 1070 
3003  I F  ( P I N  -. 10 .1  5 0 0 1 ,  5 0 0 2 ,  5003 
5 0 0 1  DO 5 0 0 4  IZ= 1, 2 
PERCNTz ( P I N  - 1.) / 9 0  
T k G O =  T h L ( I L )  
L K L C l =  TA t ; l LEL(  T M P L ( l ) , L K L l ( l ) , T W G ~ , ~ R A ~ )  
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Z K L C 2 =  T A B L E 1  ( T ~ P L ~ l ~ ~ Z K L l O ( 1 ) ~ T W G O ~ I ~ A D )  
D I F F =  A B S ( Z K L C 1  - Z K L C Z I  PERCNT 
Z K L C I I Z I =  ZKLC 1 + D I F F  
C P L C l =  T A B L E l ( T M P L ~ l ) ~ C P L f ~ I ) , T W G O I I R A D )  
C P L C Z -  T A B L E l ~ T H P L ( l ) , C f L l O ( l ) , T ~ ~ O , I R A D )  
D I F F =  A B S ( C P L C 1  - C P L C Z )  PERCNT 
IF ( C P L C 1  .LT.  C P L C Z )  GO TO 5005 
C P L C ( I Z ) =  C P L C l  - O I F F  
GO TO 5006 
5 0 0 5  C P L C ( I Z l =  C P L C l  + D I F F  
5006 Z M U L C l =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L I l ) , Z H U L l ( l ) , T W G O ~ I R ~ D )  
Z M U L C Z =  T A ~ L E ~ ~ T M P L ~ ~ I ~ Z M U L ~ O ~ ~ ~ T T ~ ~ O ~ I ~ A D ~  
D I F F =  ABS ( Z M U L C l  - L H U L C 2 )  P t R C N T  
Z K L l O ( l ) , T W G U  
Z M U L C ( I Z ) =  Z M U L C l  + O I F F  
5004 T k L ( 2 ) =  T L  
GO TO 1070 
5002 DO 4001 I Z =  1, 2 
TWGO= TWL ( 1 2 1  
Z K L C ( I Z ) =  T A B L E 1  (TMPl11) I R A D )  
C f  L C  ( I Z )  = TABLE 1 ( TMPL ( 1  1 r CPLLO ( 1)  9 TWGOT I RAD 1 
Z M U L ( ; ( I Z ) =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) ~ Z M U L l O I l ) , T W G O 1 I K A D )  
4C01 T W L ( 2 ) =  T L  
GO TO 1070 
5 0 0 3  I F  ( P I N  - 20 . )  6001, 6C02, 6003 
6 G 0 1  DO 6004 I Z =  192 
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P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 10.) / l o o  
TWGO= T W L ( I Z 1  
Z K L C l =  T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l),ZKLlO(l)tTWGOtIRAD) 
Z K L C 2 =  T A B L E l ( T M P L ( l ) r Z K L 2 0 ( L ) t l W ~ ~ ~ I R A D )  
D I F F =  ABS ( Z K L C L  - Z K L C 2 )  * P E R C N T  
L K L C ( L Z ) =  Z K L C l  + O l F F  
C P L C l =  T A B L E l  (TMPL(l),CPLlO(l)~TWGO~IRAD) 
C P L C 2 =  TABLEl(TMPL(1)tCPL20(1)tTWGLl~IRAD) 
D I F F =  ABS ( C P L C L  - C P L C 2 )  P E R C N T  
I F  ( C P L C 1  .LT. C P L C Z )  GO TO 6005 
C P L C ( I Z ) =  C P L C L  - D I F F  
GO TO 6006 
0005 C P L C ( I Z ) =  C P L C l  + D I F F  
6006 Z M U L C l =  T A O L E 1  ITMPL(I),ZMULlO(I)tTWG~,IRAD) 
L M U L C 2 =  T A B L E l ( T M P L ( l ) ~ Z M U L 2 ~ ( l ~ , T W G f J ~ I R A D )  
D I F F =  A B S ( L M U L C 1  - Z M U L C Z )  PERCNT 
L M U L C ( I L ) =  Z M U L C l  + D i F F  
6004 T W L ( 2 ) =  T L  
GO T O  1070 
6 0 0 2  DG 601C I Z =  1 9  Z 
T k G C =  T W L ( I Z 1  
Z K L C ( I Z ) =  T A B L k l  ( T M P l ~ l ) t L h L 2 0 ( 1 ) , T W G O , I K A D )  
CPLC(IL)= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) t C P L 2 0 ( 1 1 , T W ~ O , I R A ~ )  
Z H ~ L C (  I t ! ) =  T A B L t l  I T M P L ( 1 )  t L M U L 2 U (  1 )  , T W G O t  I I I A D )  
6010 T W L ( 2 ) =  TL 
86 
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GO TO 1070 
5210 DO 7004 IZ= I t  2 
PERCNT= ( P I N  - 20-1 / 10- 
TWGO= T W L ( I 2 )  
Z K L C l =  T A B L E l ( T M P L ~ l ) ~ Z K L 2 O ( L ) , T W G O , I R A D )  
L K L C 2 =  T A B L E l ( T M P L ( l ) * Z K L 3 0 ( 1 ) r f ” A O )  
I D I F F =  ABS ( Z K L C 1  - Z K L C Z ) *  PERCNT 
Z K L C I I Z I =  Z K L C l  + D I F F  
I C P L C 1 =  T A B L E l  (TMPL(l)~CPL20(l)~lWGO,IKAD) 
C P L C 2 =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( 1 ) ~ C P L 3 0 ( l ) ~ T W G O , I K A D )  
D L F F =  ABS ( C P L C 1  - C P L C 2 )  PERCNT 
I F  ( C P L C 1  .LT. C P L C 2 )  GO TO 7005 
C P L C t I Z ) =  C P L C l  - DIFF 
GO TO 7006 
7005  C P L C ( I Z ) =  C P L C l  + DIeF 
7006 Z M U L C 1 =  T A B L E l  ~ T M P L ( l ) ~ Z M U L 2 0 ( l ) t T W G O ~ I ~ A D )  
Z H U L C 2 =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P C ~ l ) r Z M U L 3 0 ( l ) , T W G O , I R A D )  
D I F F =  A B S  ( Z M U L C 1 - Z H U L C Z )  P t K C N T  
Z M U L C ( I Z ) =  ZMULCL + D I F F  
7004 T h L ( Z ) =  T L  
GO 10 1070 
6003  I F  ( P I N  - 3 0 . )  5210,  5211 ,  5212  
5 2 1 1  oa 7617 IZ= i t  2 
TWGG = T G J L ( I L )  
Z K L C ( I L ) =  T A B L E I (  T M Q L ( l ) t Z K L 3 O ( l ) r T W G O ~ I ~ ~ D )  
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C P L C ! J L ) = T A B L E L  (TMPL(l)tCPL30(Ll~TWGO,IRAD) 
Z M U L C ( I Z ) =  T A B L E l  (TMPL(1),ZMUL30(1)PTWG0,1RAD) 
7 6 1 7  T W L ( 2 )  = TL 
GO TO 1070 
C 
C I N T E R P O L A T E  F O R  P R E S S U R E  BETWEEN 30 AND 60 * i k  * * *  
C 
5212  IF (PIN - 60.) 5216, 5 2 1 7 ~  5218 
5 2 1 6  DO 5219 IZ =1, 2 
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 3 0 - 1  / 300 
TWGO = T W L ( I Z )  
Z K L C L =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) ~ Z K L 3 0 ( 1 ) ~ T W G O , I R A D )  
Z K L C Z =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) ~ Z K L 6 0 ( 1 ) ~ T W G O ~ I R A D l  
D I F F =  A B S  ( Z K L C l  - Z K L C Z )  * P'EKCNT 
L K L C ( I L ) =  Z K L C l  + D I F F  
C P L C L =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l I r C P L 3 0 ( 1 ) t T W G O , I R A D )  
C P L C Z =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) r C P L 6 0 (  1 )  ,TWGO, I R A 0 1  
D I F l - =  ABS ( C P L C l  - C P L C Z )  * P E K C N T  
I f -  ( C P L C L  .LT. C P L C 2 )  GO T O  4860 
C P L C ( I L ) =  C P L C l  - D I F F  
GO T O  6 0 2 0  
4860 C P L C ( I 2 )  = C Y L C l  + D I F F  
6020 L M U L C i =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) t L M U L 3 0 ( 1 ) * T W ~ U , I I ~ A ~ )  
L M U L C Z =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) r Z M U L 6 ~ ( l ) ~ T W G O I I K A D )  
D [ F F =  At rS  ( Z M U L C l -  L M U L C Z )  * P t R C N T  
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ZNULC(IZ)= Z M U L C l  + DIFF 
5219 TUL(2)= T L  
GO TO’ 1070 
C 
c I N T E R P O L A T E  WHEN PRESSURE = 60 
C 
5217 DO 5231 IZ= I ,  2 
T W O =  TWL ( 12)  
* * ** 
Z K L C ~ I Z ~ ~ T A B L E l ~ T N P L ~ l ~ ~ Z K L 6 0 ~ 1 ~ , T ~ G ~ ~ I R A D ~  
C P L C ( I Z ) =  T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l),CPL60(l)pTWGO~IRAD) 
e- 
Z M U L C f I Z ) =  T A B L E l  (TMPL~l)rZMUL60(l)~TWGOtIRAD) 
5231 TWL(21= T L  
GO TO 1070 
C 
C I N T E R P O L A T E  FOR BETWEEN PRESSURES OF 60 AND 100 ** 
C 
5218 DO 5 2 8 1  1 Z =  I t  2 
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 6 0 . )  / 4G. 
TWGO= TklL I I Z 1 
Z K L C l =  T A B L E l (  T M P L ( l ) , Z K C 6 0 ( l ) t T W G ~ r I ~ A ~ )  
Z K L C 2 =  T A B L E l (  TMPL(l),ZKLY9(l)rJWGO,I~AD) 
D I F F =  ABS ( Z K L C L  - L K L C 2 ) +  YERCNT 
Z K L C [ i Z ) =  Z K L C l  + D I k F  
C P L C 1 =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( L ) , C P L 6 G ( l ) , T W G O , I ~ A ~ )  
C P L C Z =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) r C P L 9 4 1 1 1 t T W G O 1 I R A D )  
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D I F F =  ABS (CPLC1 - CPLC2) * PERCNT 
I F  (CPLCL .LT. CPLC2) GO T O  7080  
C P L C ( I Z ) =  CPLCl  - OIFF  
GO T O  7510 
7080 C P L C I I Z ) =  CPLCl  + D I F F  
7510 ZMULClZ TABLE1 ( T M P L ( l ) r Z M U L 6 0 ( 1 )  t T W G O t  IHAD)  
ZMULC2= TABLE1 ( T M P L I L ) r L M U L 9 9 ( l ) r T W G O ~ I ~ A D )  
D I F F =  ABS f ZMULCl - LMULCZ) PERCNT 
ZMULC( IZ )=  ZMULCl + D I F F  
5 2 8 1  T W L ( 2 ) =  TL 
I 
1 0 7 0  CONTINUE I 
~ 
i I F  (I- NOFZ) 53189 5318s 5 3 1 9  
I 5319  ZLN= 360. 5 3 1 8  H L C A L ( I ) =  .021  + Z K L C ( 2 )  * *  . 6 7  + (WDUTF / ( Z L N  * A L ( 1 ) ) )  * *  . b  + 
1 ( l o /  D L ( I )  ++.2 1 (1. / ZMULC(2)  **.47) C P L C ( 2 )  +* 
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GO TO 1044 
3169 CONTINUE 
IF IABStTSTTWL) -2. I 3161, 3161 9 3162 
3162 TWL(11= (TWLS + THLI1)l / 2, 
GO TO 1044 
3161 iWLCDE = 0 ,  
C 
C INTERPOLATION FOR H AND N AT AEATI - 1 * * *+ 
IF ( I  , E Q ,  1) GO TU 2301 
IF (IHOLD-I) 5301, 5302, 5302 
5301 IF.tI-tNOFZ+11)5303, 53031 5304 
5303 Z E =  DT/  2, (AEATI[I-l) ** -5 - 1.1 
I - 7Pl= ZE r 
ZNPl= TABLEl tZ(l),ZN(l),ZE,t4OFZ) 
LHP1= TABLEl (Z(l)rZHtl),ZE,NOFZ) 
XP1= TABLEl (ZIl),XllI~ZE~NOFZ) 
IHOLO= 1 
GO TO 5302  
5304 If [ I  - (NOZ + NOFZ + 21153059 5 3 0 5 9  5306 
5305 NI = NOZ + NOFZ + 2 
MMM = NOFZ + 1 
ZE= DT / 2. (AEATI(1-1) *+ e 5  - 1.) 
DO 5308 M= M M M ,  N I  
IF (ZE - Z ( M ) )  5308, 53099  5316 
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5309 ZP1= ZE 
Z N P l =  Z N ( M )  
L H P 1 =  L H ( M )  
X P l =  X t M )  
IHOLD= I 
G O  TO 5302 
531C L P 1 =  Z E  
ZNPL= ( L N [ M - l )  - Z N ( M ) l  / ( Z ( M - 1 ) -  Z ( M ) )  * ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z € )  + 
1 ZN(M1 
Z H P L =  (LHtM-11 - Z H ( M ) )  / ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z ( M ) ) *  ( Z ( M - 1 )  - Z t )  + 
1 Z H I M )  
X P X =  ‘ X ( M - 1 )  - X ( M ) ) /  ( Z ( M - 1 )  - L ( M I 1  + (Z(M-l)-ZE) + 
1 X ( P )  
I t lULD= 1 
GO TU 5302 
5308 C O N T I N U t  
W K I T C  ( 6 9  5 3 1 1 )  
5311 I - U R M A T  (1H-, 1 0 x 9  3 4 H L E  F O R  V A L U E S  P L U S  1 W A S  TOO S M A L L )  
C A L L  E X I T  
5 3 0 6  N 1  = NGST + 1 
K M M  = NUZ + N O F Z  + 2 
L E =  D T /  2. * ( A E A T I ( 1 -  1 )  + *  0 5  - 1 - 1  
DO 5313 M= MPMq NI 
It ( Z ( M ) - Z t I  5313, 5314, 5315 
5314 Z P 1 =  L ( M )  
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Z N P 1 =  ZN(M1 
Z H P l =  Z H ( H 1  
XP1= X I H )  
IHOLD= I 
GO TO 5302 
5315 ZPl= ZE 
ZNP1= (ZNtM) -ZN(M-l))/ (Z(M)-Z(M-l)I * ( Z E - Z ( M - 1 ) )  + 
1 ZN (M-11 
Z H P 1 =  t ZH(M) -LH(M-l)) 1 ( L ( M )  - L(M-1)) (ZE - Z(M-1)) + 
1 ZH(M-1) 
X P l =  ( X I M )  - X(M-1)) / ( Z ( M )  - L ( M - 1 ) )  * ( Z E  - Z(M-1)) + 
1 X ( M - 1 )  
I H O L D = I  
GO TO 5302 
5313 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,5316) 
5316 FORMAT (1H-9 10x9 23HZE PLUS 1 WAS TOO SMALL) 
CALL E X I T  
5302 CONTINUE 
LLP= ( ( A t l S  ( X P 1  - X  I 1 )  **  2 + (ASS(ZP1 -2  I ))**2) * * . 5  
A C =  (ZN I *ZH I +ZNP1 ZHPl 1-(.4292+ ( I N  I +*2+ZNP1 + + 2 ) )  
DLC= 4. + ( Z N  I LH I + ZNPl ZHPl - -4292 
1 ( L N  I ++ 2 + ZNPl *+ 2 1 )  / ( 3 . 1 4 1 6  (ZN I + ZNP1) + 
2 ZH I + Z H P l  - 2, ( Z N  I + LNPL)) 
C 
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C I N T E R P O L A T E  F O R  GAMMA A N D  MN * * * fi + ** 
C 
A ( I ) =  2.2000 / 2.  * ( Z N  I + Z N P l  1 Z L P  
T R Y S =  ( ( ( Z L N  * A ( I  ) I /  (2. + WDOTF C P L C ( 2 ) )  1 + 
1 I H C A L ( 1 - 1 )  * ( T F ( 1 - 1 )  - ' T W G I ( I - l ) )  + H C A L ( 1 )  ( T F ( 1 )  - 
2 T h J G I ( I 1 ) )  1 
T L =  T R Y S  + T L  - TRYFS 
i w =  TL 
I F  ( P I N  - 1.1 2701, 27029 2703 
2 7 0 1  W R I T E  ( 6 ,  2704) 
2704 F O R M A T  (1H-9 10x9 28HTHf P R E S S U R t  WAS L E S S  T H A N  1) 
C A L L  t X I T  
2702 GAMC= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( 1 ) 9 G A M l ( l I , T R Y , I R A D )  
ZMUC= T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l),ZMULl(L),TKY9IRAD) 
GO TO 5335 
2703 I F  ( P I N  - 1 0 . 1  2501, 2502, 2503 
2 5 0 1  G A M C l =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( ~ ) T G A M L ( ~ ) , T H Y T I R ~ ~ )  
GAMC2= TAULEl ( T M P L ( ~ ) T G A M ~ O ( ~ ) ~ T R Y T I R A O )  
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  -10) / Y o  
D I F F =  A B S (  G A M C l  - G A M C 2 )  + P E R C N T  
GAMC= GAMC + D I F F  
L M U C l =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( ~ ) , L M U L L ( ~ ) , T K Y T I ~ A D )  
ZMUC2= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( ~ ) T ~ M U L ~ O ( ~ ) ~ T H Y , I R A D ]  
D I F F =  A B S (  ZMUCL - Z M U C 2 )  PERCNT 
ZMUC= ZMUC 1 + DItF 
FORTRAN I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF MAIN PROGRAM 
GO TO 5335 
2502 GAMC= T A B L E 1  ( T N P L ( l ) ~ G A M L O ( l ) ~ T ~ Y ~ I R A O )  
ZMUC= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ~ l ) , Z M U L l O ( l ) r T R Y ~ I R ~ D )  
GO TO 5335 
2503 IF (PIN - 20.) 2001, 20021 2310 
2001 GAMCl= T A B L E 1  ( l M P L ( 1 ) , G A M l O ( l ) , T R Y ~ I R A D ~  
GAMC2= T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l),CAM20(1)rTKY,IRAD) 
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 10-1 / 10- 
D I F F =  Ai3S t G A M C 1  - GAMCZ) * PERCNT 
GAMC= G A M C l  + O I F F  
Z M U C l =  T A b L E 1  (TMPL(l),ZMULLO(l)~TRY~IRAD) 
ZMUC2= T A B L E 1  ( TMPL(l)1ZMUL20(1),TRY,IRAD) 
D I F F =  A 8 S  (ZMUC1 - ZMUC21 PERCNT 
- 7MI_(,C= Z M U C l  + O I F F  
GO TO 5 3 3 5  
2002 GAMC= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) , G A M 2 0 ( 1 ) , T ~ Y , I ~ A D )  
ZMbC= T A B L E 1  ITMPL(l),LMUL20(l),TKY~IRAO) 
GO TU 5335  
2310 I F  !PIN 30.1 5321, 5322, 5323 
5321 GAMCL= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( L ) , G A M Z O t l ) r T R Y , I ~ A ~ )  
GAMC2= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( 1 ) , G A M 3 0 ( l ) r T R Y * I ~ A ~ )  
PEKCNT= ( P I h  - 20.) / 10. 
D I F F =  A B S ( G A M C 1  - GAF9C21 P t R C N T  
GAMC= G A E I C l  + D I i - F  
ZMUC1= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) , Z M U L 2 0 ( 1 ) , T R Y , I R A D )  
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ZMUC2= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) , Z M U L 3 0 ( l l , T R Y 1 I R A D )  
D I F F =  A B S ( Z M U C 1  - L M U C 2 1  P E R C N T  
ZMUC= Z M U C l  + D I F F  
GO TU 5335  
5 3 2 2  GAMC= T A B L E 1  (TMPL(l),GAM30(1),THY,IRAD) 
ZMUC= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) , Z M U L 3 0 ( 1 ) , T R Y , I R A ~ )  
GO TO 5335 
5 3 2 3  I F  ( P I N - 6 0 . )  5325,  5 3 2 6 ~  5327 
5325 G A M C L Z T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) , G A M 3 0 ( l ) , T R Y , I R A D )  
GAMCZ= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( l ) , G A M 6 0 ( 1 ) ,  T R Y 9  I R A D )  
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 30.) / 300 
D I F F =  A B S  (GAMCL-  G A M C 2 )  P E H C N T  
GAMC= G A M C l  + D I F F  
Z M U C l =  T A B L E l  ( T M P L ~ l l ~ Z M U L 3 O ( L ~ ~ T R Y ~ I R A D ~  
Z M U C 2 =  T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( ~ ) T Z M U L ~ ~ ( ~ ~ , T R Y , I R A D )  
D I F F =  A B S  ( Z M U C 1  - Z M U C Z )  * P t R C N T  
ZMUC= Z M U C l  + D I F b  
GO TU 5335 
5 3 2 6  GAMC= T A t l L E 1  ( T M P L ( L ) T G A M ~ O ( ~ ) , T R Y , I ~ A D )  
ZMUC= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) , Z M U L b ~ ( l ) , T R Y , I R A D )  
GO TO 5 3 3 5  
5 3 2 7  GAMC1= T A B L E 1  ( T M P L ( l ) , G A M 6 0 ( 1 ) , T K Y , I ~ A D )  
GAIU.CZ= T A B L E l  ( T M P L ( 1 ) , G A M Y 9 ( 1 ) , T H Y T I ~ A D )  
P E R C N T =  ( P I N  - 60.) / 40- 
D I F F =  AUS ( G A M C l  - G A M 6 2 1  * P E K C N T  
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GAMC= G A M C l  + O I F F  1 
I 
Z M U C l =  T A B L E 1  (TMPL(A).ZMUtbO(l),TRY11RAD) 
[>IFF= ABS ( ZMUC1- Z H U C 2 )  PERCNT I I 
I ZMUC- Z M U C l  + D I F F  
I 5335 DEL= - 1  
D E L P F =  o O O 0 0 1  
5336 T E R M l =  1. / ( ( 9 . 8 1 E 5  G A M *  Z L N  ** 2 A C * *  2 * ( D L C /  Z L P ) *  
1 O E L P F )  / (2. WDOTF **  2)) ** -5 
TERH2= 2-28 + 4. ALOGL0(((9081f5 GAMC+ Z L N  ** 2 
1 AC+* 2 1 D L C /  Z L P ) *  DELPF) / (2. hDOTF ** 211  ** . 5 * 1 (  
2 WDOTF D L C )  / ( Z L N  AC* Z M U C 1 ) ) -  4- * A L O G 1 0 (  - 01  
3 * ( 1 9 * 8 1 E 5 * G A M C *  Z L N  ** 2 * A C * *  2 ( D L C /  Z L P ) *  D E - r ' F )  / 
4 !2* k iDOTF * *  211 *+ -5 it ( (  WDUTF DLC)/ ( Z L N  AC* 
5 ZMUC)I+ 4 . 6 7 )  
T E S T =  T E R M 1  - T E R M 2  
I F  ( A E S ( T E S T 1  - 0 0 0 0 5 )  5 3 4 1 ,  53411 5 3 4 2  
5342 I F  [ T E S T )  5 3 4 3 ,  5341. 5 3 4 4  
5 3 4 3  D6LPF= OELPF - D E L  
D E L =  D E L  -1  
5344  DELPF= D E L P F  + D E L  
GO T O  5336  
5 3 4 1  C O N T I N U E  
2308 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( I S A V E  ,EQ. I )  GO TO 2372 
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I S A V E =  I 
P I N =  P I N  - O E L P F  
O E L P F S =  D E L P F  
T R Y F S =  J R Y S  
T S V L =  00 
I l S T F =  1-1 
I Z H N X =  1-1 
I H O L D =  1-1 
TGI(I1- T G I S V E  
C P I  ( I  I =  C P S V E  
GO TO 765 
2372 P I N =  P I N  - O E L P F  + D E L P F S  
2 3 0 1  C O N T I N U E  
8 8 8 8  C O N T I K b t l  
9999 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( I P K E S  . E Q m  2) GO TO 90075 
I P R E S -  1 + I P R E S  
P I N J =  PC / 20 + ( P C  *+ 2 / 4. + WDOTF ++ 2 / (19o't1181 
1 ** 2 l0E+06) T L  I + *  - 5  
P I N ;  - { P I N  - P I N J )  + P I N 1  
P I N I =  P I N  
DO 10067 NOP= 1, NOST 
C P I ( N O P ) =  C P I S ( N O P 1  
T G I  ( N O P I =  T G I S ( l u 0 P )  
1C067 C O N T I N U E  
F O R T R A N  I V  PROGRAM L I S T I N G  OF M A I N  PROGRAM 
GO TO 5 
9C075 W R I T t  ( 6 9  8081)  
8081 F O R M A T  (1H-1 
PC= PC 14.7 - 14-7  
TC= TC 9. / 5- - 459-67 
P I N =  P I N  14.7 - 14.7 
T L =  T t  (9./ 5.1 - 459- 67 
X A X I S  t I K M )  = WDOTF 14,4466 
Y A X I S T I I K M I  = T L  




WRITE ( 6 9  7 0 0 0 9 )  PCt TC 
70009 F O R M A T  (1H-r l O X t  2 5 H C H A M B E R  PRESSURE ( P S I G )  = E 1 5 - 8 ,  l O X t  
1 30HCHAMt3ER T E M P E R A T U R E  (DEG. F )  = E 1 5 0 8 1  
I 
W R I T E  t6t 1619) P I N ,  T L  
1619 F O R M A T  l1H- t  10x8 2 3 H F I N A L  PRESSURE ( P S I S )  =E15189 L O X ,  
1 2 6 H f I N A L  T E M P E R A T U R t  ( D E G .  tI = t15 .8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  8081)  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  8 0 8 1 )  
7COQ2 C O N T I N U E  
W R I T E  (6, 30036) X A X I S  
W R I T E  ( 6 9  30036) Y A X I S T  
W R I T E  46, 30036) Y A X I S P  
3 C C 3 6  F O R M A T  (1Hlt 10x9 6E15-81  
6 5 9 6  C A L L  E X I T  
END 
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C 4  = 1 O . * * ( - T A B L E l ( T T ( l ) ~ C C 4 ~ l ) , T , 5 1 ) )  
C5 = 1 O ~ + + T A B L t l ~ T T ~ l ~ ~ C C 5 ( 1 ) , T , 5 L ~  
C 6  = ~ O . + + T A B L E L ( T T ( ~ ) T C C ~ ( ~ ) ~ ~ , ~ L )  
GAMMA = .5 
XN02 = 1 .  
3 C O N T I N U t  
XNO = C6 SQRT(XNO2/GAMMA)  
01 = GAMMA/C3 
05 = S Q R T ( X N 0 2 )  
0 3  = S Q R T ( X N O 2 )  * Dl 
V = SQKT(GAMMA1 
26 = D 4 * 0 5  
07 = 01/C3 
A = 2 . *07+(1 .+D6 /C4)  
B = C5+06/C3+1. 
X Y H  = ( - H + S O H T ( ~ + s 2 - 4 . * A * ( - C 1 ) ) ) ) / ( 2 0 * A )  
0 2  = X h H * * 2  
XhH2 = 0 7 * 9 2  
XNH20 = D 6 * 0 7 + 0 2 / C 4  
X h C P  = U 6 + X Y H + C 5 / C 3  
 ti = ANHZU + XNOH + XNL + 2. * K N 0 2  






FORTRAN IV PROGRAM LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CONV 
TEST = C2-XNNO 
I F ( A B S ( T E S T ) o t T o o O 0 0 0 5 )  GO TO 1 
A A  = (2o*XNH20 + X N O H ) / ( C l  + 2.*(XNHZO + X N H 2 ) )  
ON02 = 2o*XN02*TEST/IXNH20 ( l o - Z m * A A )  + XNOH ( 1 o - A A )  t 
14o*XNO2 + XNO) 
XN02 = XN02 + DNU2 
IF(XN02oGToOo) GO TO 3 
XN02 = (XN02-DN02) * - 1  
GO TO 3 
1 CONTINUE 
P = GAHMA+XNT 
T E S T 1  = P/PT-lo 
IF(ABS(TEST1~.LTmo00005~ GO T O  5 
GAMMA = PT/XNT 
GO TO 3 
5 CONTINUE 
IFfXNOHoLToo5E-6 1 XNOH = O m  
I F ( X N H 2 O  oLToo5t-6 1 XNHZO = 0- 
IF!XNHZ,~Too5E-6 1 XNH2 = 0, 
IFIXNH,LT,,SE-~ 1 XFtH = 0. 
I F ( X N 0  oLToo5E-6 1 XNO = 0- 
IF (XN02oLTooSE-6 1 XN02 = 0 0  
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